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PADUCAH. KY., FRIDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 11, 1907 TEN CENTS PER WEEK
••••••••-•
PERCY HALY DOES NOT LIKE How Janitor Discovered Break in Lighting Wires ,FULLY NINET1 PER CENT OF
WAY LOCAL POLITICIANS ARE That Had Escaped Observation of the Othersi UNSOLD TOBACCO IN HANDS
RUNNING THE CAMPAIGN HERE OF THE ASSOCIATION TODAY
Clem Whittemore, Graduate of Haly1
School of Applied Politics, on
Hand.
Local Democratic politicians are
not managing the campaign to suit
the state administration, which, as
far as "politics" is concerned, 1.
Percy Hely.
This answers the querY so often
profounded, why genial Clem Whit
temore. of Mayfield and Frankfort. Is
spending the campaign in Paducah.
His particular mission Is to rectify
the legislative situation in McCracken
county; but what he does for Eugem
Graves will be to the hdvantage, or
disadvantage, as the case may be, of
the rest of the ticket.
Nearly everybody in Paducah, wile
Is at all acquainted with state poli-
tics, knows Clem Whitts•niore, ant'
they all know what a good fellow he
is. Also most of them know from
what institution he received his po-
litical diploma. He is one of the pro-
ducts of Percy Hal:. 'a finishing
school for young men, and he is ex-
pected to introduce the Hely system
of politica in McCracken county.
Outside Mott _Ayres' bailiwick. the
First district kaa been a trifle back-
ward in learning the new kind ot
Politics so popular at Frankfort, and
up to this time, efficacious, especially'
in primaries. Local leaders, either
from a lack of the peculiar qualifica-
tions necessary to become adept in
WISCONSIN HAS TOBACCO POOL.
Grower,. Eonn combine and Fit Scale
of Prices.
Madison. Whs.. 0.t. 1 1.—Repre
sera/dives of the 5;00-0 tobacco grow-
ers of Wisconsin today formed a
combine and fixed a scale of Prices,
which marks the beginning of a war
on the trust. The Wisconsin trim is
styled "The Tobacco Department of
the American Society of Equity." If
the buyer,s refuse to pay the scale of
prices the members of th combine
will at once make plans for pooling
their crops and dealing directly with
stbe manufacturers.
CRACKERS. MILK. AND BUTTER
REDUCE STUDENTS' WEIGHT
Minneapolis, Minn Oct. 11.—The
result of an experimental diet of
crackers, milk, and butter. on which
live University of Minnesota studente
lived for four days, was announced
today. As a result of this diet all the
men lost in we.ght, the loss ranging
from one-quarter of a pound to six
and one-half pounds. The men during
the test ate three meals a day, each
meal consisting of 100 grams of crack
era, 7s0 grams of milk, and 13.5
grams of butter.
Fairbanks Icicles in Geyser?
Omaha, Nib.. Oct. 11.—On his
way from Yelloaetone park to Wash-
ington, Billy Hofer, President Roose-
velt's guide and friend, is in Omaha
for a few days. "You know there was
a pipe sent out frpm e'ellowstone
county," said Hofer. "when Vice
President Fairbanks was there that
he rescued a girl from the boiling
springs. Well, the sae,•• he added
with a chuckle. "that after the vice
president jumped in there the tem-
perature suddenly changed and that
the geyser has been throwing up
chunks of ice ever since.'
Radium To Banish Itirtimiarks.
Paris. Oct. Ile-- Two of the fore-
most physicians in Paris. Doctors
Wickham and Degrals, created a sen-
eition at the Academy of Medicine to-
day by announcing the discovery of a
method to remove birthmarks by the
saction- of rariturn. The new -Method
has prosed equally successful in the
tame of adults and children. the
maiks being efface by the simple ap-
Vicarkm of a plane ettrface toVered
with a varnish containing redline. A
series of water colors exhibited to the
academy showed the gradual disap-
pearance of birthmarks subjected te
treatment until not the slightest
trace of disfigurement remained. The
doctors say the treatment is painless.
Mayor of Milwaukee Robbed.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 11.— Mayor
Sherburn M. Becker, boy niayor, au-
thor. cow puncher. statesman —and
gubernatorial candidate—has been
robbed! Someboly tore open that big
rolltop desk In the ;neermoet private
mere at the elle hall during the
night and made away with 60,000
worde-ethe mayor stays—of manu-
script of his loll page book on ,John
s •
ciente! o ea mayor explains,
t however, that the matter was written
in duplicate and the publication of the
boots Will net e deinYlid•
the new style, want of education,
such as Is furniehed In the classic in-
Lusitania Breaks The Record.
New York, Oct. 11.--- Tile Cunard.
er Lusltauia, with practically ale
trans-Atlantic records to her credit.
arrived abeam Sandy Hook lightship
at 1:25 a. m. The time for the trip
from Daunts Rock to Sandy Hook
light. the official course over which
the speed trials were made, was four
days and 20 hours. The last day's run
was apparently the (detest of the
trip, the giant liner, hitting up her
speed to 25 knots an hour over a
smooth sea with ettle wind to inter-
fere with her. The Lusitania beats
her time for her maiden trip by ap-
proximately five hours, her time on
the trip being five days and 54 min-
utes.
stitution conducted by Professor Hats,
or from indisposition, have utterly HUMANE SOCIETYfailed e a time when no other kind
of politics will avail to meet the sit-
uation.
It le generally understood that
Mr. Whittemore was sent here to do
some things that the local polai-
dans are not doing, and that Percy
Hely Is very much afraid he couldn't
induce them to do.
Clew Whittemore was here regis-
tration day, and he has been here
nearly every day since. More than
that, he will be here until the cam•
paign closes, and he is not here ou
businest affecting the public duties of
the cat se with which he is connected
in Frarkfort
ILL FROM PI,OWING M ITCH FOOD
Five Izli1ieipLs.nts Suffering From Pto
amine Poisoning.
Joliet, Ill., Oct. 11.— Five resi-
dents of Wheatland are suffering
from ptomaine poisoning from eating
tainted food at the Big Rock plowing
match on Saturday. While none is fa-
tally ill, all are confined to their
homes.
Those who are ill are "Uncle Jim-
mie" Patterson, the sage of the plow-
ing mach, Mts. Charles Varley. Mr.
and Mr. Dale Mottinger. and Nicho-
las Knaff.
The eitiliect cause of the poisoning
was the postponement of the plowing
match tor a week on account of the
weather. Some of the foul prepared





Washington, Oct. 11.-- Marvelous
results are belies obtained from the
wireless telephone, with which Admi-
ral Evans' fleet is being provided
Clifton Davie, who is pulling in some
of the apparatus on the ships at Nor-
folk. reports that a wireless tole.
graph operator one one of the Old
Dominion steatmrs off Cape Ccarles
20 miles from the navy yard, heard
muses and messages so clearly in his
telephonic receiver, he at first as-
sumed them to come from the trans-
mitter aboard his own ship.
COAL DEAL.
---
A rumor current in river circles to-
day that the coal combitie had se-
curd control of the Wert Kentucky
Coal company, is denied at the office
of the West Kentucky. The West
Kentucky is decidedly the strongest
company out of the combine and to
secure control of it would give the





New York. Oct. ff.-- An order di-
recting Joseph Day Lee. lawyer, to
produce the alleged marriage certifi-
cate and letter in which his client,
May Wood, alleges Senator Thomas
G. Platt admits hie marriage to her,
was wide by Justice McCall today in
proceeding with the preliminaries of
the tree of Miss Woods suit for di-
vorce from Senator Platt. which is ott
the calendar for Noveneser.
livIWWPI War on Railroads.
Montgomery, Ala.. Oct ii .—Gov'
Come,. today issued his proclamation
convening the state legislature in
special session to enact laws under
which railroads will be prevented
from resorting to federal Injunctions
to present enforcement of the recent-




Moor Yeiser today received a let-
ted from Lewis M. Sevier Secretary of
the National Humane Alliance. stat-
irg that the alliance is ready to ship
the $1,000 drinking fountain, secured
for Paducah by Mr. Frederick B.
Tilghman. vice president of the or-
ganization, and a former Paducahan
The mayor today notified the sec-
retary that the fountain will be erect-
Kt at Tenth etreet and Broadway in
front of the Yelser park and will be
under the control of the board of pub-
lic works.
The fountain will be six feet. six
inches high from the ground to the
top. The large bowl for the use of
horses will he six' feet in diameter
and carved from a piece of solid gran-
ite highly polished. The entire foun-
tain will consist of blocks of granite
At the base will be four eons or
basins to contain water for dogs. The
large basin for horses will be four
feet from the leround and in such a
position that uncheeking of horses
will not always be necessary.
Above the Wel ,.ill be a carved
block of granite containing on one
side the following inserietion:
"Presented by the National
mane Society."
"Herman Lee Ensign, Founder.
1905."
On the other side Sr.' three large
lion heads with streams of water
flowing from their mouths into the
bowl below.
Herman Leo Ei.eign, the founder
of the National Humane society, who
provided in his will a la:ge sum for
the erection of drinking fountains In
the cities, was a native of Carbondale
Pa. He was a telegrapher by trade
but was later the inventor of a num-
ber of useful devices in newspaper
stereotyping, from which he aeeumu-
lated a fortune. At one time he was
editor of a religious journal, which
was widely humanitarian.
From his childhood he sae a lover
of domestic animals and founded the
humane alliance for the purpose of
carrying out cherished ideas, but died
in 1)499, leaving a large portion of




OF NEW CITY PARK
The park commissioners held a
meeting yesterday afternoon to con-
sider the plan Architect I.-mutter has
drawn for the improvement of Tenth
street, from Broadway to Kentucky
avenue. The plan he /submitted was
adopted and the work of improve-
ment will be proceeded with at once
the street will be parked in the cen-
ter, the park strip beginning 80 feet
from Broadway.
The board also authorized adver-
tisement for bids for pavement, curb
and gutter around the triangle strip
on Trimble, Burnett and Fourteenth
streets donated to the Wotneres club
by the heirs of the late Dr. S. B.
Caldwell. The commissioners, too.
passed a resolution naming thin park
Caldwell Park, teed the T. nth street
park Yeiaer Park, in honor of the
1:1111)or.
"Masor Yeiser has: done more than
any one man in Padueah to establish
a system of parks for the sits, and it
has been his great ambition to get
the work well leaned before the ex-
piration of his term," said a park
commissioner today. "He went to
Frenkfort and labered enthinesticalle
to get the park measure, creating the
present board. through tht• legislature
and has eorked with us on our pres-
ent work In his usual t•nergetic man-
ner. aad we deem it fitting that our
first park should be named after
him.'
JOKE CAUSES SHOOTING.
London. Ky.. Oct. 1 l.—(Special)
—Chief of Police Moran and Tax
Collector Robert Root, had a pistol
duel. Both were seriously wounded,
but may recover. The trouble was
started by an attempt to play a joke.
Root shot first.
WILL REPRESENT STATE.
Many honors are being heaped up-
on Mayor Yeiser during the last
months of his service as mayor of
the city. Today he received notice
The Humane Alliance has offices that he had been appointed honorary
at 512 United Charities building,
New York. The officers are Harri-
son Gray Isimke, bresident; Fmderiek
B. Tilghman. vice preteeent, and
Louis SI. Sevier, secretary and treas-
urer.
President hills a Ruck.
Stamboul, Oct. 11.-- A courier who
arrived from the president's camp on
the Tenses three reported that Prete-
dent itomeweit had killed a flue buck
but otherwitte the, hunt today was
rthra. -e Vilthrri lriVe-
brougte down from a long distance
and fell after the first shot. The,
Iweather is still cool enough to render Generally fair
exercise delightful to the presidenL Cooler tonight.
vice-president of the League of
American Municipalities to represent
the entire state of Kentucky, being
the only mayor appointed to the po-
sition from Kentucky.
Cleveland Consults spretatint,
Little flirt Dies. New York, Oct. 11 —Former Pres-
The 16-months-old daughter of ident Grover Cleveland le Paying a
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Stalls, of the conn-lniyeterieus visit to Nue' York, ar-
ty. died last night of bronchial trou-lcompanied by Mrs. Cleveland. They
bles. The funeral will take place to-
morrow morning at 10 o'clock. The




Upper -Sandusky. 0., Oct. 11.--- A
call for police aisistance was received
this morning from Wharton, where a
bank was reeked last night. The safe
was smashed. The amount secured is
unknown. Bloodhounds and a posse
are on the trail.
THE WEATHER.
arilved last night and went to the
Hotel Buckingham. They declined to
receive any one today. It is believed
the visit is to consult a specialist, re
eardin,g his stomach trouble, which
caused his reecnt illness, The ex-
resident looks bad and walks witb
halting step.
Going ()%er standard's Books.
New Yorle-e),' II.— Government
experts are busily engaged today go-
ing books and records of the
Standard Oil company. taking ad-
vantage of the adjournment of the
federal suit against the Standard. of
New Jersey, until Monday. Attorney
Kellogg and assistants, are in Waah-
ington today. consulting Attorney
General Bonanarte.
MEMBERS ois 111,1114 HAND
SENTENCED TO PRISON.
New Castle. Pa. Oct. 11.— Twen-
ty-three iti:ans, recently arrested In
connection with numerous black band
outrages, were sentenced today. The
higheet egiebesse was ten years.
‘40
Experts Recommend Installa-
tion of New System at Cost of
About $400. But Some One
Had Just Severed the Wires
Babes verily are showing wise men
In electricity points on their trade
Paducah. For nine months the elec-
trical experts of Paducah 'have wres-
tled with the problem of lights at the
public library, and have finally come
to the conclusion that the only rem-
edy lies in re-wiring the building at
a cost of several hundreds of dollars.
Clarence Archer, the custodian at
the 1.brary, knowing no more of elec-
tricity than the average lay citizen,
tried his hand yesterday at solving
the mystery of poor lights, and his
success probably is due to his follow-
ing one of Sherlock Holmes' first
principles—that truth often is miss-
ed, because it is the most obvious In
an investigation. At any rate,he found
the trouble right on the surface and
so plain that he himself remedied it
without calling in the electrical ex-
perts for further help.
Mystery still surrounds the cause
of the trouble. Not over a third of
the lights have been working in the
library for the last nine months and
at vaelous times during that period.
electrical experts in the city have
been called in to find the trouble.
They hay examined the system, have
reported that they could net find the
trouble, and have been paid for their
work. Repeated failures to find the
trouble had decided the library trus-
tees last week to accede to advice and
rewire the building. To this end
Mayor Yelser was called in. In the or-
dinary course of events, the council
would have been requested to appro-
priate the necessary funds, the build-
ing would have been wired and ad
would have been lovely.
More in curiosity than with any
definite idea of success, Clarence
Archer. the custodian, took a look at
the boxes in the basement where th
wires converge and scatter for differ-
ent parts of the bultdlug. Here
rather strange sight met his eyes.
Feed wtree about an inch long were
cut in two and It looks as If they
had been cut with a file. But they
were not cut indiscriminately. Every
other wire was cut In one side of one
box, thus accounting for the partial
lighting of the building. The electri-
cal experts have looked at the boxes
several times in the last few months
but found nothing wrong.
Archer went down to the electrt
cal stores, bought several feet of cop-
per wire and replaced the cut wires.
Last night the library was more bril
liantle lighted than in nine months,
and he has not. completed his work.
When he gets all the cut wires fixed.
the building will present its original
appearance of brilliancy. With this
work dune there seems to be no need
of rewiring the building as the appa-
ratus probably Is better than In any
other building in the city, on account
of the comparatively little. use to
which the lights are put. The library
Is lighted only at night and then only
until renii o'clock. The trustees will
consider the idea of rewiring further
before deciding.
tease Reversed,
Frankfort, Ky.. Oct. 1 t.—(Speelal)
The court of appeals today reversed
the judgment of the McCracken cir-
cuit court in the case of Paducah"
HAD NARROW ESCAPE.
Two small children of Mr.
George L. Allison, of etre South
Fifth street, had a narrow recaps-
from serious injurs at Firth
Street and Broadway at noon to-
day, under a horse, that had be-
. • unmanageable. TliP hit k'
 ,a boy and a girlevere (Toes-
ing the street to see a parade,
Mild were crossing Just as a
horse dashed up the street. Mr.
Allison, who was following his
children, rushed in Just in time
to pull them from under the
horse's feet. The children acre
struck by the %%het+s of the hug.
h' but received only slight
bruises.
Grain Market.
Cincinnati, Oct. 11 Wheat, 110;




Louisville, Ky., Oct. 11.-- (Special)
In federal court this morning an in-
voluntary bankrupt petition was filed
ageinst the Dixie Mills company, of
Padusah by the Paducah Veneer
Lumbur ionipany, the Paducah Water
COMPAII. and the First National bank
of Paducah The defendant admits
seem° indebtedness and agrees to
ad ju d:ca eon
GREGORY HEIGHTS LINE.
Beginning Sunday the !melon
miens. will run ears over the new
line to Gregory Heights, connecting
with every 0th.'- car on the Broadway
line, which will give the residents of
the suburban addition a car every 20
minutes. The Broadway car that
will connect with the new line will
carry signs reading "This car con-
nects with Gregory Heights line."
During the sale of lots at the heights
cars witt run through without change
or transfer.
Odd Fellows Return.
Messrs. Sterling Price and Turner
Anderson, delegates from Paducah
lodges of Odd Fellows, returned last
ight from Georgetown. where they
attended the grand lodge. They re-
ported their trip to their respective
lodges last night.
Dr. Hank's House on Fire.
A defective flue caused a small
blaze yesterday afternoon at the res-
idence of Rev. G. \V. Banks near
Twelfth and Trimble streets. No. 1
fire company responded to an alarm
and extinguished the blaze before any
damage was done.
A First Claes. Play.
From all report, "Young Buffalo",
tonight's attraction, is the best popu-
lar priced show booked this season.
The play has been compared to some
more ambitious productions, while
the scenic settinee are elaborate.
City railaay against Ellie Alexander,
Broker Himself.
San Francisco, Cal.. Oct. 11.—Max
Ettlinger. a stock broker, committed
suicide today by shooting himself. He
had been a heavy dealer of late and




I.MAS%id., ()Ct. 1 1 ( Special. )—
Edward Kellett, a maniac, escaped
from the city hospital and ran down
to Fourth avenue. HP seized a meat
wagon full of meat and drove off at
top speed. Ile finally was caught af-
ter a hard fight in the country.
• HENDERSON'S STRIKE.
Henderson, Oct. le. (Special.)--
Four cars are running this morning
The company claims to have a full
schedule this afternoon. The strik-
ing motormen were arrested for
throwing rocks through the windows
of cars. There is considerable disor-
der of a minor nature.
Infant Dies.
The one-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. (I. W. Dumpotts, Jr., of Masses,
died last night of pneumonia and was
burled this afternoon at 2 o'clock al
Massac cemetery.
John Wesley Meyers.
Toledo. Oct. 11. Captain John
Wesley Meyers. national _aocrelary ot
the National Union since '86, died at
his home here after an illness of six
weeks.
--Cora Simms, colored. 45 years
old, died from injuries sustained more
than a year ago.
Cassie Chadwick Is Dead.
Columbus, 0., Oct. 11.---Mre Case son, Emil Hoover. had been summon-
(Ake Steamer% Collide. s;e Chadwick, whose amazing enan-!ed from Cleveland, but he was not (-e-
ft- 1. Huron. Mich,. Oct. 11,- - The vial transactions culminated in Otte peeled to arrive before today.
steamer Nh:-; sank when she collet- wrecking of an Oberlin, O., bank,died! The body of Mrs. Casale Chadwick,
ed with the steamer Lake Shorp, off in the woman's ward at. the Ohio pen-, the noriti-famoua wizard of" finance,
Port Edward this morning. It is be- itentiary last night at 10:30 o'clock. who died last night in the penitente
a Vett ell the ciew, escaped.
Linde Murphy loan.
Lindo Mulphy arrived from May-
tonight and 11.day. field this moining- It is his first trip
here in several months.
Mrs. Chadwick had beep ,in a coma- ry, now lies in air undertaking es-
lcurro-r Sorile-tilitilre-41flinfrilfeffirlIr.*antengice. of Vilna
outs to her death wh:ch Came peace- in doubt and will not be decided.
fully. No, friend* Or relatives waited antil word is received from her Fis-t
at the bedside; only the prison lame- ter, who lives in Woodstock, Cana-
clan and hospital attendants. Her da• . .._
Big Meetings Were Held Every
Where in -Black Patch" and
Hundreds of Acres Were
Pledged—Farmers' Union
ilay Put in Holdings.
Reports received at tobacco asso-
ciation headquarters today from near-
ly all the counties in the western dis-
trict of the Dark Tobacco association,
indicate that a large acreage of tobac-
co was pledged to the association yes-
terday and the managers of the moso
cation are confident that they control
fulls 90 per cent of the unscold crop.
Meetings were held yesterday in
almost every voting precinct in the
"black patch" to give those, who had
not already joined the association, a
chance to pledge their tobacco, and it
is said that a large majority' of the
farmers took advantage of the oppor-
tunity. A great many farmers had
held their tobacco out until the last
day waiting to see what the Ind.,-
eendent and trust buyers would offer
and wherever they were refused their
•.• Ices, the tobacco was teased in the
.-soeiation.
Big meetings were held at Mayfield,
Murray, Benton and other points in
the district and the reports from all
were satisfactory.
The trust and independent buyers
were also active yesterday, hurrying
to make a last offer to the farmer be-
fore he pledged his tobacco.
It is said that the newly organized
farmers' union controls a small
amount of the 1907 crop of tobacco,
but as yet, that organization has per-
fected up plans for the handling and
selling of the tobacco it controls. A
meeting will be held at Mayfield. Oc-
tober 17. at which the members of
'he executive committee of the asso-
ciation are Invited to attend. tbe idea
being that the union will wish - to put
the amount of tobacco they control
in with the association. This cannot
be done withont the special privilege
is grimed them by the entire member
ship of the areociatiou
In Livinspiton.
Mr Z. C. Graham retuined this
morning from Livingston county,
where he attended association meet-
ings yesterday at Salem and Hamp-
ton. A large per rent of the tobacco
grown In those sections wee ptetigei
end it is probable that prising houses
will be given each place. There is on-
ly a light crop of tobacco grown in
Livingston county, but it is believed
that a large per cent of the tobacco
that a large per cent of the crop there
has been pledged to the association.
Strikes Motor Car.
N. a York. Oct. 11.— Ten persons
acre injured when the rear ear of a
Port Chester local crashed into an
electric motor In the New York, New.
Haven & Hartford yards today. A
split switch was the cause of the ac-
riden t
THE BURLEY POOL.
hou.stIlie. Ky.. Oct. 11.—(Special)
—Loulaville Burley pool closed last
night. It is estimated that 45.000
hogeheads or about 60 per cent is
pledged .
FATAL OLEO RAID.
St. Louis. :Mo.. Oct. 11—in a rail
on an alleged oleomargarine factory
by the government revenue officers
this morning, Edward Daley, a fed-
eral offieer, was shot through the
breast. H. G. Moorman. the owner of
the suspected creamery, a-as shot in
the groin. Both may dte. The offi-
cers forced entrance and Moorman
opened fire. -
NEW JAP DESTROYER.
Yokohama, Japate Oct. 11.— Ja-
pan Is to have the largest destreetCr
in the world. Instructions were given
the Masaeuru Naval deck yards to
construct a vessel, which will be
without an equal in her type. As a
model the new style Britisher de-
stroyer will be followed, but the Jap-
anese boat will far excel them. She
is destined for escort purposes.
RED MEN GO TO CAIRO.
Paducah. Metropolis and Brook-
port degree teams of Red Men will
institute a lodge of Red Men at Cairo
Saturday night, and a special train
will be rein out orraducah for the
accomniodatinn of those who care to
go down. The train will leave Me=. ,
aiiTikroaiwy at"
o'clock in the evening and will leave
Cairo on return 'rip at 3 o'clock.





WHETHEINI. you are particularor not about your clothes
we want you to let us show you
our lines. They represent a new
standard in ready-to-wear clothes,
discounting anything you can get
at a custom tailors at anything
near the price.
Splendid Values and Exclusive Patterns
in Men's Suits, $10, $12.50, $15, $20,
$25 to $45.
No matter what you allow yourself to pay for
your clothes, you will find the amount buys the
greatest value here. We know this because our
customers tell us every day, because we seek the
trade of every man, and in doing so give the
man with $15 to put in a suit as good a value
for the amount as the money can possibly buy
anywhere. •
$10. 512.50, $15, $18, $20, $22.50, 125, $30,
$35, $40, 845.—Don't you think that range of
prices is an evidence of our efforts to have just
the suit you or anyone wants.
The Knee Length London Box Overcoat
is the Popular Coat Now -Overcoats
from $10 to $45.
The knee length London box overcoat is a
style that becomes any man, young or old; it is
conservative, yet swagger enough and has an
individuality about it that appeals to us as it
will to you. You won't find it elsewhere in the
city.
However, you will find every style overcoat
here that should be here—none that should not.
Every price coat, and all the popular colors,
browns, grays elephant grays, olives, blacks,
blues and fancy patterns. $10 to 145 is th./
price range.
We Have Just Received a New Lot ol
Brown Hats, the Most Popular Shade.
We have just received Another shipment of
this very popular shade qt._ soft hats, and want
you to see them. We have them from $3 up.
Our Shirt Lines Comprise Plain, Plaited
or Stiff Bosoms.—$1, $1.50, $2, $7.50
Plain bosom negligees, plaited bosom and the
short, stiff bosom shirts comprise the poeu'ar
offerings this season. The colors are new anti
in good taste; the shirts are made to fit per; the
materials the best to be had and the prices
$1.50, $2.(X), $2.50.









Detroit Tigers Score One Run
to Five- of Cubs
Some Thirteen Thous:old People At-
tended Came and Receipts
Were $10,312.50.
THE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES.
Chicago, Oct. 11.— The Detroit
American League team suffered its
second auccetillive defeat at the hands
of the Chicago National's, scoring on-
ly one run. Chicago tallied five times,
four of the runs being the result af
solid hitting. Siever started to pitch
for Detroit, but locals took kindly to
his curves and, batted him all over the
lot and out of the box in four innings.
Killian then took up the work and
was found for three hits and another
run in the fifth.
Detroit tried vanly to break
through Chicago's defense. Reulbach
pitched strongly in the opening In-
nings and when he showed signs o:
weakening in the fifth and sixth in-
nings his team mates came to his
rescue with fast double plays.
For some unexplainable reason the
game tailed fe attract the usual large
crowd to the grounds. Official attend-
ance figures made a total of 13.114.
That the crowd was more demonstra-
tive than the big outpouring ot Wed-
nesday is a fact. Reulbach'a pitching
in the early innings and the crashing
hits of Steinfeldt, Evers, and Shenk-
ard roused the Chicago partisans
while the Detroit contingent cheered
the more heartily so that the visiting
team might not think itself deserted.
•
Plan was much faster than on the
preceding days. Only 13 batsmen fao
ed Reulbach in the first font' innings
while the Chicago hitters lost no
time in straightening out Siever's
benders. The first run came In the
second inning, and with Reulbach go-
ing at top speed that one run looked
good enough to win, but 'lust to
make the result certain the Nationals
went after Siever's curves savagely it.
the fourth and got lour runs.
Killian appeared in the next in-
ning. He was greeted warmly enough,
two doubles and a hard single being
gleaned off his delivery. Only one run
resulted, hovcevers as the hits alten
nated with outs.
The teams left for Detroit last
night, accompanied by a small army
of enthusiasts. Games will he played
in the Michigan city tomorrow and
Saturday, the Sunday contest beina
scheduled for Chicago.
Receipts today were $16.312.50,di-
vided as follows: To the National
baseball committee, $1,621.25; tt,
the players $9.727.50; to each club
$2.4-31.85. Following is the score:
Detroit— ab r h po a e
Jones, If 0 0 2 0 1
Schaefer, 2b  4 0 1 0 3 6
Crawford, cf  4 0 1 3 1 0
Cobb, rf 4 0 1 1 0 0
Roseman, lb 4 0 2 9 0 0
Coughlin, 3b 3 0 0 4 1 0
Schmidt, c   3 0 0 1 2 0
O'Leary, ss 0 0 3. 4 0
Stever. p  .1 0 Cc 1 0 0
Killian, p  2 1 2 0 0 0
Totals .. ...32 1
Chicago-- ab r
Slagle. cf  4 0
Siteekard, If  4 0
Chance. lb  4 1
Stelnfeldt. 3b  3 1
Kling. c 3 1
Evers, 2b 4 0
Schulte, rf   4 1
Tinker, ss 4 1
Reulbach, p 3 0
7 24 11 1
h po a e
0 3 0 0
1 4 0 0
I 12 1 0
2 0 2 0
1 2 0 0
3320
I 0 0 0
0 2 7 0
1 1 2 0
'Mats ...33 5 10 27 14 0
The score by inning:
R R
Chi. .0 1 0 3 l 0 0 0 0-5 10 0
Det't 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0-1 7 1
Batteries— Reulbach and Kling;
Sieves, Killian and Schmidt.
Summary— Two base hits,--Stein-
feldt, Evers (2). Shenker& Chance:
hits, off Stever 7 in 4 innings; off
Killian 3 in 4 innings; sacrifice hit.
Kling; double plays, Tinker, unas-
sisted, Steinfeldt to Evers to Chance;
left on bases, Chicago C. Detroit 7;
bases on balls, off Reulbach 3; off
Killian 1; first base on errors, Chi-
cago 1; struck out by Reulbach 2,
by Siever 1, by Killian 1. Time-1:34
Umpires—Sheridan and O'Day.
OLD Ft )11.Kst. 
MR Renew Their Strangth.
While it is impoesible for the age&
to renew their youth we want to say
to all elderly people in Paducah
that they can renew their strength by
taking our delicious cod liver prepa-
ration, Vinol.
Vince, being rich in the elements
of life, is RV ideal strengthener and
body builder for old folks.
Mr. A. J. Barker, of Evansville.
Ind, says: "There is no other medi-
cine in the world equal to Vinol for
elderly people. I would not take a
thousand dollars for the good It has
done me."
Vinol is not a patent medicine, but
a real cod liver preparation madeTha
a scientific, extractive and concentrat-
ing process from fresh cods' livers
combining with peptonate-of-iron all
the medicinal, healing, body-building
elements of cod liver oil, but no oil.
Vino' tones up the digestive organs,
makes rich red blood and sound,
steady nerves. In this way it repairn
worn tissues, checks the natural de-
cline of the aged, builds up the run
down, tired and debilitated, and re-
places weakness with ;length. We
ask every aged or we person in
Paducah to try Vinol on our offer tn
return money if It fails to give satis-
faction. W. B. McPherson, Paducah,
Ky.
1, THEATRICAL NOTES t
THEATRICAL CALENDAR.
Friday night—The Young DURA10.
Saturday nuotinee—Chas. B. Han-
ford in The Mervhant of Venice.
Saturday night—Ilauford in Cleo-
patra.
Young Buffalo Tonight.
The Kentucky will have as Its at-
traction tonight Charles E. Bladey's
"Young Buffalo, King of the Wile
West." Young Buffalo. the hero, is
an actual resident of Arizona, a form-
er miner, and cow puncher, who final-
ly developed a genius for the stage
with sufficient success to attract the
notice of such a good judge of talent
as Mr. Blaney. And that the latter
has not erred in entrusting the lead-
ing part to Young Buffalo, none win
gainsay. As a matter of fact, Young
Buffalo is endowed with the accom-
plishments of tha better grade of le-
gitimate actors, and in the play that
Mr. Blaney offers him, he is certainly
par-excellence.
A Day of Shak•-speare.
There is a unaersality of appeal
In "The Merchant of Venice" which
comes to The Kentucky next Saturday
at the matinee, which Insures pro-
found interest not only among ha-
bitual theatergoers but among those
who only visit the playhouse when
some attraction of extraordinary in-
terest is presented. Mt. Hanford's im-
personation of Shylock is described
as one of the finest of this celebrated
actor's many splendid achievements.
The play also ptesents exceptional
opportunities for his talented leading
lady, Miss Alice Wilson, who should
idealize the character of the wise,
witty but withal cosiuettish Portia, in
a most da:ightfua :manner. The sup-
porting company has been earning the
highest compliments and the produc-
tion is one of the few of which it is
safe to promise great things In ad-
YanCe. On Saturday night, Mr. Han-
ford will appear in an elaborate pro-
duction of "Antony and Cleopatra."
Maharani Minstrels.
See Mahara's Minstrels at the op-
era house on Morday, October 14.
Fun galore in store for all. A ginger
show, comedy jokers, bevy of lined-
some chorus girls. Everything new
this season.
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE
Showed. ac tie, battle of Austerlitz. hiswan the great,,st leader In the world.
Ballard's Snow Liniment has shown
the public It is, the best Liniment In the
world. A qui,k cure for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Burns. Cuts, etc. A. C. Pitts;
Rodessa, La . says:' "I use Ballard's
Snow Liniment in my family and ,find
It unexcelled for sore chest. headaMle.
corns, In fart for anything that can be
reached by a liniment." -84•Id by J. II.
oehischlaeger, Lang Bros. and C. 0.
Ripley.
Only One "BRONIO QUININE"
That Is LAXATIVE BROW/ QUI-
NINE. Look for the signature of \E.
W. Grove. Used the world over to
Cure a Cold in One Day. 25c.
"Have you devoted Much time to
the study of political economy?" "No"
answe'red Senator Sorghum. "My at-
tention has been largely engaged in
keeping campaign expenses. I have
been studying economical politics."—
Wa sh I n gton Star.
•
Kidney Trouble
Have you kidney or bladder trouble?
Do you want to be well?
Cleans.; your kidneys with a box of Lantz's Red Kid-
ney Pillets.
They never fail to do the work.
If you suffer it's your own fault.
The Pillets will cure you. '
4 ,
It's no harm to try it anyway. If you arc not bcnaret,FI •
it will not cost you a cent.
That's fair, isn't it?
Ask the druggist.
bovinet•Cr 'used tiu.sc Pilfer's, We gladly Mire
},ott trial ilVflilrien. •e.
•
Gilbert's Drug Store, Yourtli and Broadway.
EVENING AT
THE KENTUCKY
Miss Jane Corcoran in
Doll's House" The Bill
Autlienc•• Delighted With Excellent




"What an egotist Torvald Helmer
is," remarked a man to his wife act
The Kentucky last night, daring Milo
Jane Corcoran's performance of lb-
sen's "Doll House", and his wife
sinned, because she knew Helmer
was more or less like every man in
the house, the degree of similarity
depending on the character of the
wife. "What a typical woman," was
the reflection of the men in regard to
Nora Helmer.
It was a night of revel for the vic-
tims of lbsenitis, and the healthy
folks present enjoyed themselves as
well. The story of a "Doll's House,"
is familiar. A wife, Nora Helmer,
kept like a child in the house by het
big, egotistical, selfish, but devoted
husband, Torvald Helmer, had forg-
der to provide funds to take her hus-
band to Italy for his health.
The forgery was discovered by the
man to whom she negotiated the note.
He, too, had been a forger and his
reputation ruined by the exposure.
He was employed in the bank of
which Torvald Helmer was the new
head. Torvald was the impersonation
of the cold morals of business, and
the association of a man, like Krogs-
tad, the forger, was repugnant. He
was to dismiss him. Krogstad appeal-
ed to Nora and threatened. Mrs. Lin-
den, an old sweetheart of Krogstaa
and Wend of Nora, shows up. She
had sacrificed herself by marrying to
support her mother. Krogstad is dis-
missed, and he exposes Nora's guilt.
She had thought herself a heroine for
raising the money to save her hus-
band's life, and anticipated the mira-
cle, when her husband should assume
her guilt to shield her and come out
of his ske:1 of reserve. He thinks only
of himself on the exposure and con-
demns her. Krogstad repents and
Sends the note to them. The wife, un-
deceived as to her husband's ignoble-
ness, loves him no longer and in a
long, ragumentive ante-curtain
scene abandons him and their two
ehildren.
Ibsen was a realist, and where pure
intellect furnishes insight into human
character, he has laid bare the in-
ner organitern of the mind with the
precision of the surgeon; but he falls
down woefully, where the heart
comes in, and that point is reached s )
often in the every day llfe of the hu-
man family, that Mr. Ibsen missed
the truth quite twice to every hit.
Oddly enough, too, the truest
thing In the play is the demand o:,
Mrs. Linden for someone to care for
and work for. and her acceptance of
the outcast Krs -stad; but because it
is not done dramatically, that bit of
pure reality falls utterly to convince.
The greatest mental difficulty O.
following the "Doll's House" is to
keep behind the story. The mind,
when it reaches a climax, would leap
to the natural and ordinary conclu-
sion, which does not. always. attend.
Then. too, Ibsen has taken a theme,
that would furnish 30 minutes right
good comedy to an ordinary American
and converted it into a tragedy. Our
saving sense of humor would have
played havoc with anyone of his care-
fully worked up situations.
There. are tragedies of the soul no
less intense. but they require a Teu-
tonic setting and diseased brain tis-
sues. We have too mtreh Celt in our
make lip to appreciate the conclusion
of a "Doll's House". The discovery
that Helmer was vain and weak
would have dashed the wife's idol to
the ground, but It would not have af-
fected her love, and she couldn't have
left an American husband that wan
He would just have picked her up In
his arms and squeezed her and bul-
lied her into behaving.
There is no problem in the "Doll's
House." The "problem" is just lb-
aen's weakness as a dramatist. It
has no heart in it, and without heart
there is nothing. He seems to have
Imagined he understood love, for
which he mistook passion. That is one
reason why Ibsen never Was as popu-
lar a play writer as Clyde Fitch.
Now!
The "Doll's House" is intensely In-
teresting. The company supporting
Miss Corcoran Is quite capable and
satisfactory and Miss Corcoran her-
self is a favorite in Paducah. She has
certain limitations of power and sub-
tlety, which do not mar the play, and
are apparent only when one measures
the possibilities of Nora Helmer In
the hands of—Mrs. Fiske, for In.
stance.
Curtain calls were the order last
night, and the attention of the audi-
ence was riveted constantly on the
Progress—never say action concern-
ing Ibsen—of the piece.
James M. Brophy as Helmer and
Frank B. Hersome as Dr. Rank de-
serve particular mention.
Retribution.
Jones— That young mans Who
roltiN:e.sr..1;:e. cornet is Ill.
Green--Do eopsthink Ile yfil1 res
p 
i
Jones— I am afraid not. The dor-
litororw_ Tiholt BIs attending hint lives next
•
FRIDAY. OCTOBER It.
 AIMONIMI NMIorwirorriNOMMMar r
GAINED TWENTY POUbS,
PLEURISY CURED.
Mr. I. Brown, of 614 Bingham Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa., Who
Suffered from a Severe Case of Pleurisy, Which Left his Lung
In a Weak Condition, Was Completely Cured and Re- ,
stored to Health by the World's Greatest Medicine.
In a recent interview Mr. Brown said: "I deem it my duty to state
what Duffy's Pure Malt Whi:-..key has done fcr me. In the fall cf 1905 I con-
tracted a severe cold which I neglected until it developed into pleurisy in rrur
right side. I did consiciatible doctoring for it, and I seemed to get all right.
I returned to work, but again. Immediately contracted another severe cold.
which found me in a weakened condiUon. 1 tried many different kinds of
medicines, which did not seem to help me: I was very weak and run down,
and I decided what I needed was a tonic stimulant to build me up, ao I made
up my mind to try Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. I am very thankful that I
did, it has put new, life in me. it took out the pleurisy and healed my left lung,
which was left in a very weak condition, and I feel as strong and hardy as it
Is possible for any man to feel. I have a good appetite and have gained
twenty peunds in weight; and, while I am a temperance ad' ocatc and de not
believe in drinking intoxicating beverages, whenever I feel the need of a fbnic
and stimulant I do not hesitate to take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey. I can
heartily recommend it to any one who is rtin,down and is troublid with colds
or pleurisy."
Unsolicited testimonials like the above come from thousands of men
and women who have been cured and restored to health by Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain; great care being used to
have every kernel thoroughly malted, thus aestroying the germ of the seed
and producing a predigested liquid food in the form of a pale malt, which
is the most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to science;
softened by warmth and moisture its palatability and freedom from injurious
substances renders it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach.
It is an absolutely pure, gentle and invigorating stimulant and tonic,
builds up the nerve tissues, tones_up the heart, gives power to the brain,
strength and elasticity to the muscles and richness to the bleed. It brings
into action all the vital forces, it makes digestion perfect, and enabls you to
get from the fired you eat the nourishment it contains. It is invaluable for
overworked men, delicate women and sickly children. It. strengthens and
sustains the system. is a promoter ef health and longevity. makes the old
young and keeps the young strodg.
CaUtign.—When you ask your druggist, grecer or dealer for Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey be sure you get the genuis.e. It's the only absolutely pure
medicinal malt whiskey, and is sold in sealed bottles only; never in bulk.
Price $1.00. Lock for the trade-mark, the CU Chemist," on the label,
and make sure the seal over the ccrk is unbroken. illustrated medical book-
let and doctor's advice free. Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.. Rochester, N. Y.
AFTER TRUANTS
knit FY JUDGE LI6HT$4)01 WILL
EN FOltl'E LAW.
Sans Too Many Idle Boys Are Seen
on the Streets--Will Go To
Their Parenta.
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot has
discovered that many truants are
roaming the streets unemployed And
wasting their time in loitering about
public places. He is preparing to
start a crusade against them, and Is
preparing a list of parents who will
be summoned before to explain
the absence of their children from
school. In some instances when boys
are employed at work because wid-
owed mothers are dependent on them
for support, the court does not en-
force the truant law. Jtidge Light-
foot experts to make truants attend
school or he will send them to the
reform school.
Malaria Makes Pale Sickly Children.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC, drives out ma-
laria and builds up the 'system. For
grown people and children, 50c.
- The same force that teoves a ten
on a smooth highway will move eight








A Chas. E. Blaney pro-
duction. One of the
best western plays on
the stage.
Chas. E Blaney brings you
Young Buffalo













Matinee and night. A
day of Shakespeare.
Curtain at 8:15 p.
Engagement of the Eminent Actor
H MR. CHAS. B. DAN FOR
In a notable revival of two
great plays
Matinee, The Merchant of Venice
Night, Anthony and Cleopatra
Elaborate scenic effects. A spe-
cially selected east of players. A
chorus and ballet of unusual attrac-
tiveness.
Seats on sale Friday.
Prices, night-25c to $1.50.
Matinee-12 rows orchestra $1.00,
balance orchestra 75e, entire bal-
cony 50e.
Special matinee price to school








20 Years of Success
Musical, comedy, vaudeville, min-
















We want you to see our garments
and compare them with any you
have seen; that's the best iecom-
mendation we can give them.
'Om of our $19.50 stql,a.
Yaney %ixtures.
peeial in 'fel and !face
Waists $5.90
Ladies' Net or Lace Waists
in ecru and white, a waist of





Our Furs have just arrived
and we are prepared to meet
all fur demands.
Scarfs _ ...... ____.$1.00 to $5000
Sets _ $3.90 to $100
•
'one of of $32.50 4tyles.
Yawl Worsted.
All EVENING SUN
Aceptional Aotving of hare Value in
5ttit4 ectionticallit 9riced
WE are showing the most comprehensive lines of Ladies' andMisses' Ready-to-wear Garments we have ever had, and it
will pay you to see our displays at once. In assembling the lines
we visited the leading ready-to-,wear tailors in the country and know
that we have garments to satisfy every taste. The new styles this
year are beautiful; the workmanship rivals that of the best tailors
and the great range of patterns, styles and prices warrant us to say
that we have the garment any one's fancy. or purse, dictates they
desire. Before selecting your suit give us some consideration.
adiei'All Wool 42 in.
Voat $5.90
Ladies' black wool Melton Coate, trim-
med in silk mohair braid, 42-inch Coat,
medium weight, ail exceptional value,
all sizes. $5.90
Ladies' all-wool black and tan Melton
Coats, trimmed in silk mohair braid,
with velvet collar, lined through yoke,
42 inches long, all sizes and of good
weight.........t .... $8.50
Ladies' all-wool Melton Cloth Coat, 50
inches long, blue, brown, tan and black,
sleeves and yoke lined with satin, trim-
med with velvet and braid $9.95
All-wool black Melton Coat, lined
throughout either with light grey or
black satin, trimmed in silk ntohair
braid; this coat at $10.00
Lies' 5411 Wool Voat,
$5.%)
Muses' all-wool Cheviot Coat in blue,
brown and red, lined throughout with
red flannel_ ....... $5.90
A Misses' light weitht Melton Coat in
brown, blue and red, cut full double-
breasted.  $6.50
An all-wool Cheviot Coat in red, blue
and brown, self-trimmed, velvet col-
lar  $8.50
Misses' plaids and fancy mixtures, vel-
vet collar, double-breasted $8.50
`Children'4 ,,'oa14
Fancy mixtures in blue, brown and
whitell wool, cut full $2.95
Children's Plush Velvet Coats, red,
blue and brown -$3.90
Children's Plush Coats in red and
brown. $4.90
9artieulark 6triking sine adies'
agailored thtits $25.00
All Wool 6uit .Aansorne flailored
$15.00
Ladies' all-wool Suits in blicks, blues
and brown, short fitted coat, lined with
satin, skirt lull plaited $15.00
Ladies' or Misses' all-wool Suits, in
fancy brown stripes, half fitted coat,
lined throughout with satin, full plaited
skirt $15.00
Ladiei' or Misses' all-wool Suits, in
brown, blue or grey stripe, fitted or
half fitted, 36 inch coat, lined through-
out with satin, skirt either plaited or
plain goree, with fold around bottom,
at $19.50
Ladies' or Misses' Chiffon Broadcloth
Suits, in red, navy, black and brown,
coat lined throughout with skinner
satin, strictly tailored, self-trimmed,
full plaited, skirt with deep fold
at....  ........  $25.00
Ladies' Cheviot Suits, in blue or black,
coat made fitted cutaway, lined through-
out with satin, full plaited skirt wit:1
deep fold $25.00
Juit $32.50
Ladies' Fancy Worsted Suit, in brown's,
blues and black, coat either fitted or
half fitted style, lined throughout with
taffeta, full plaited skirt. $25.00
Ladies' Fancy Stripe Mixture Suit, in
brown, blue, red and black gripe, coat
trimmed in fancy braid, long fitted
style, full plaited skirt, trimmed in
bands of same. . $25.00
Ladies' superb quality of Chiffon Broad-
cloth, in red, blue or black, coat 36
inches long, in fitted military style,
trimmed in fancy braid, skirt full plait-
ed with deep fold. $32.50
Ladies' superb Broadcloth Suit, chiffon`
42 inch coat of half-fitted style, self-
trimmed, lined throughout with taffeta,
full plaited skirt, self-trimmed
$35.00
An exceptional showing of stilts above $35 up to $50-suits of style, tit and quality-that we invite all to
see before making your snit purchase. The handsomest snits for the money that can be found any place-a
broad assertion, but we leave it to yon-and you will certaibli agree with us. Come down and see.
Every garin,la Ls priced just as
kw as saje merchandising war-
rants, which means your money
will buy here all it can ehewhere.




Ladies' Long Silk Kin-mums, both
light and dark colors.._ $3 to $15
.1i14 Zama
$5 k $15
Ladies' Taffeta Waists in fancy
plaid and solid colors, open back
or front .._ 90
okirts, 9riced
All wool fancy mixtures in light
and plaid $^ 95
All wool Panama, in blue, brown
and black, full plaited- skirt, self
trimmed --_-__15 00
All wool Chiffon Panama in blue,
brown or black; full plaited, deep
fold around bottom .....





Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Bolo Phones 8115. 113 South Second St.
WHAT .1 BUSY PURE FOOD GROCER)" AND TABLE ECONO-
MIES THAT COUNT CUT YOUR GROCERY BILL FOR SUN-
DAY DINNER. •
10 lbs. GRANULATED SUGAlt WITH ORDER 
Olio Butter,. spe-eal, tb..
Irish Potatoes, basket 35
Bananas, dozen  10
COFFEES AND TEAS.
Start the day with a cup of
our J. M. and you will feel
good all day, lb  33'
NEW PRUNES.
Big, fat meaty ones to start
pound  12
Grapes, basket  25
NEW CEREALS.
Grits, lb  5
Hominy, 'fit  5
Flakes, M  5
Rolled, m  5
New Kraut, quart 
, Assorted Cakes, lb.  15.
Lawn •Grassi, tiox eitte
Pure Sorghum, -jar  15
 2.6Crockett!, 3 Ms
••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••,....,
Fintet Pat. Flour. sk..... 70
Second Pat Flour, sack.. 65
Meal, 10 lb. pk.  15
Cream Cheese, lb   18
Cream Brick, lb.  20
Pineapple Cheese  65
Limberger Cheese, ff.)
Neufchatel Cheese  5
Sapeago Cheese  10
Roil Herring, keg 
Dried Herring, box  30
Nuts of all kind ..,  90
Grapes, basket ...  40
Kosher Sausage, lb(  15
Pig Feet, dozen  es0
Cow Cream; dozen   50




FLOWER POTS FON SAVEN5c. 1 P




are requisites in meeting such a sit-
•
•••4
PLLTE roru PertE PXDUCAll
Ole IDabucab zu 1.„;indal. She has taught a great lea.It son, People wondered how she man-
AI (ARNOW'S aND WiLitaLs
THE SUN PUBLISIIINOLO.
INCORPORATED
Ir risii.Nat. Preset am
111. I. PALNTON. General Manager
entered at the poetoMce at Paducah.
Ky.. as second class matter
sanescsteresteri SLATES.
THE DAILY SIM
:7 earner, per week  iF
7 mall. per month in advent's... 15
Pe malt per year. In advance. .11..so
THE WEEKLY sure
Per ywar. by mall. postage paid..mv
Addreee THE s1144. Paducah. Hy. t 
Delco, 1111 South Third. Piton* Shit koew men
Payne A Young. Chicago and New
York representatives
THE 81.'N can be found at lb* follow-
ing places








7 3897 16 3910
3 3908 17 3895
4 3874 18 3893
5 3880 19 3895
c 3899 211 3905
7 3922 21 3898
9 3913 23 3900
le 3902 24 3907
11 ..e4,,.3895 25 3902
12 3905 26 3900
13 3937 27 3900
14 3932 28  3S99
SO 388')
Total  97,548
Average for September. 1907..3,902
Average for September, 1906...3.939
Personally appeared before me, this
October 1, 1907, R. D NlacMillen,
aged to raise hundreds ot thousands
of dollars by her signature. Tile
fundamental principle of her method
is simple. She played upon the cu-
pidity of money mad men. Thiele
vbs. invested other peopher; eaviegi
in her schemes, expected to receive
several hundred per cent reward for
themselves and six per cent for the
money Invested. Once they were in
her power, sh had no trouble in get-
ting word to cover up whet was gone
and her first victims lent their credit
to secure others. Cassie Chadwick
THE PEACE CONFERENCE.
There seem to be no particular
reason for the persistent ery, that
the Hague Peace conference Is a
fiasco. No one expected to see the
are:tor stripped from the vessels of
war,- the armies disbanded ane the
guns and powder thrown into the
saltesea as soon as the conference ad-
journed. Whett final adjournment
comes and the result has been sum-
med up, we shall see that long strides
have been taken In the direction of
peace. This meeting was not for the
purpose of the evangelization of the
world. It was for the purpose of
reducing the horrors and suffering of
war; to eradicate certain uncivilized
and unjust features of warfare; for
the protection of neutrals; to remove
certain causes of International fric-
tion; and to provide for arbitration
of international differences. This
last peace project came from the
United States in a plan for a perman-
ent court of arbitration. England
was our immediate ally, and the com-
mittee unanimously recorneended it
The spirit of the conference was
ably expressed by the British repre-
sentative, when he said the rights of
neutrals to safe navigation are su-
perior to the rights of a belligerent
to cripple het enemy.
The knowledge that silty eight of
business manager of The Sun, who the Degrees who registered as Hew:
arms that the above statement of lican voters on registration day.
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of September, 1907. is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER Pl'RYEAR, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 22,
1908.
Daily Thought.
We never think mu-sh of the work
of the man who is liberal with gam-
' - of his worries.
Bees, like people, keep busy, be-
cause they are likely to get stung if
they don't.
We suggest to Clem Whittemore,
that the same trees are indigenous to
McCracken county and the Bailey
precinct of Franklin county, if their
votes are needed.
If people, who have time to devote
Intense, persistent intellectual effort
to Ibsen, bridge whist and chess
would use their brains for something AGGREGATE MORE THAN $20,.
worth while, what a lot of good they 000,00o IN SIX YEARS.
might accomplish, and how much
more fun and intellectual develop-
ment they would get out of it!
ex-convicts, is a striking illustrae
of two facts; that the Republiee
party inseaducah is willing to go to
the limit In order to make the neces-
sary political showing, and also that
along about the fifth of No\ •
there will be trouble in the lard ti
at least sixty-eight voters, If they at-
tempt to exercise a right that is no
longer theirs.- News-Democrat.
I Wrong, brother. On the et'
hand, the Republican party will
every effort to see that an honest Slid
fair election is held. If there are an
voters registered whose names should
be purged from the books, the Re-
publicans will assist in seeing that it
is done. Will the Democratic hosts
do likewise!
Sandy Hook might be likened to
one of those ancient Israelitish cities
of refuge.
After many weeks the Frankfort
folks come out with the statement
that Bradley pardoned more conviets
than ever this adminietration did
We haven't seen any denial of the
number of people convicted of crimes
against women, pardoned by this ad-
ministration
SPEAKING OF SEWERS.
Now is the time to talk about sewer
work for next year. It was the far-
sightedness of the predecessor of the
present general council that enabled
the question to be presented In the
tangible form it has assumed. All
the Hewers Paducah now has were
provided by the-initiative of a Repub-
lican general council, It emp let
a first-class sanitary engineer to visit
Pa ucah and plat sewer district, No
3, n order that the question of
STANDARD'S LOANS
New York, Oct. 11.-Loans aggre-
gating Cee.000,4.100 which tee books
of the Southern Pipe Line company
show were made to P. S. Trainer be.
tween 1899 and 19.03, besame more
puzzling of solution to Frank B
Kellogg, conducting the federal suit
against the Standard Oil company.
when Mr. Trainer, taking the witness
stand in the oil suit, testified that the
money had never been paid to him
and that he had never heard of the
iaccount. The Southern's books show
i
that unsigned vouchers were received
from these loans and that the money
was never handed bark to the com-
pany. Mr. Trainer said that he was
formerly crude oil purchasing agent
for the Standard Oil company of
New York and as such purchased all
oil and sold it to the refineries. He
sad he acted in a similar capacity
for the Standard of New'Jersey. Mr
Kellogg called Mr. Trainer's attention
to the various loans amounting to
over $2,eitit0,(100 which were made




LET two women have thesame materials and one
will make the better batch of
bread.
The same principle applies
in clothes-making. Most boys'
clothing is just ordinary.
TIX...-i-tR91:0 is the one best,
guaranteed brand because of
the greater ability of the man-





Every item that goes into
the Norfolk, and all our other
XTRAGooD styles for boys,
must match up to the highest
standard; every step in the
process of making is a separate,
distinct, perfect piece of work.
1 OYL. ULLEYSI.
445*0417 '--' BTICADW 10*.. . .
CM:TIERS TO MEN AND Eitt)Y5-'
ass very fond of young people, es-
eecially girls, whom site often enter-
tained at her home with parlor talks
upon art and tales of her travels.
The statement has been published
that Mrs. Holmes nest to E. P. jltoe
was the most popular of American
authors. More than 2.000.000 copies
of her books have been sold. The
Appletons were her first publishers
Such is the demand for her books
at the public libraries ihst it has of-
:ten been necessary to keep twenty or
more sets on the shelves.
Mrs. Holmes was the author of
thiety-nine novels, "Tempest and Sun
shine," published in 1834. was follow
ed by nearly one new book a year.
Among the list may be remembered
"Lena • Rivers,' "Dore Deane,"
''Ethelyn's Mistake" and :'Dr. Bath-
em's Daughters." Her last novel, pub-
lished in 19.03. is **Connie's Mis-
take."
.F'ANCY C4)NCORD GRAPES,
SPECIAL SATURDAY, 35C A BAS-
KET-ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER.
INIPERI IL CoNEECTIONERT, 331_
BROADWAY, NEAR FOURTH ST.
- ---- 
The Fall Hats.
get lots of Ideas from nature,"
declared the fashionable milliner.
"Judging from the present designs"
responded a sour citizen, "I should





Globe bank and Trust company
against Phoebe Riglesberger, for
$315, alleged due on account.
H Well & Sons against G. A.
Chandler, for $219.40, alleged dub
for goods furniehed.
L. A. Vaught against the Dixie
Mills company, for $751.66, alleged
lue on account.
The Commercial Poultry Publish-
ing company against It. E. Jones e:
II. for $148.40 for alleged advertis-
ing.
J. W. Pendlee, administrator vr
Mary Dreunen, against heirs are,
creditors of the deceased, for a set-
tlement of the estate.
J. S. Reeves et al against S. I.
Dale for $342.90 alleged due on a(
count.
Fe G. Rudolph, administrator
Monroe Simpson, against Ed Simp-
son et al for a settlement of the a:
tate.
In Police Court.
Fannie Younger, colored, for WI;
ing Carrie White, colored, in O.
head with a beer botee, was fined
$25 and costs.
Charlie Hickman, for cursing Cat
tam H. Baker, and threatentng hie
with bodily harm, was tined $20 met
coste
Deeds Filed.
T. A, Jones et al to W. R. Jones
property in the county, $5o11.
.E. D. Thurman to W. H. Jon&..
property in the Thurman addition
$150.
W. C. O'Bryan to C. G. Warne;
pioperty in the county, $1 and othe,
sonsiderations.
E. D. Thurman to Mattie M. John
-on, property in the Thurman add:
tion, $150.
Cecil Reed, M. C., to W. R. Her
'ricks, property on Meyers street
$715.
W. R. Hendricks, to Cecil Reel
property on Meyers street, $750.
elarriage Licenses.
tle:earn James Hannon to Nora
Some dealers are invariably out of
bat :4011 ask f IT • -
substitute which they claim is just
me gOod. This dealer Is working for
Its own profit. (14) to the honest deal.
mho will sell you what yea ask
for and not try to ell a kubstitute iii
order to make a larger profit.
The food inspector's wife was look-
looking over her husband's notebook.
"George," 'she said, "how do you pro-
nonnce the last tellable of this word
butteriner " "The last syllable:" the
inspector answered, "la always si-
lent •'-St. Louts Globe-Demme,*
FRIDAY, OCTOBER If.
•
THE AMER STANDS IBIS WAY!
WLen you go to your tailor to order a Snit of
Clothes you're governed by his idea of what sort of a
suit yOu should have.
Fe* men know for themselves what's what.
After your Suit or Overcoat is made you can tell
whether or not you Eke it.
But if you don't like it, you kind o' feel you have
to take it. anyway.
That's' not very pleasant.
Now, then-what we want to say to you, Men, is
this:-
We make a study of Men's Clothing-study the de-
tails-study everything that will in any way tend to the
production of perfect Clothes for all spits of Men
Then we have the Clothes built by the best Tailors
in the Land. Men who understand their bnsiness.
We'll astonish Men who have never been here for
Clothes with the high class of tailoring in our ready-ti,-
wear garments.
And you don't have to take any garment that is not
perfectly Satisfactory in every respect.
Overcoats, $12.50, $15 to $25
Suits, $10, $15, $20 to $30
Come, See, Our Better Clothing.







The city Republican Campaseri
committee will pay $23 for any evi
centre leading to the prosecution and
conviction of any one gulity of buy-
ing or disposing of registration cer-
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
PIANO FOR SALE, %IV*
.1 Buell & Lane parlor grand pi-
ano. good as new, for sale at one-half
regular price. Owner going to leave
city. Apply at 1102 South Fourth
street, or ring old phone 981.
I A Word to th? Wise I
Attorney 1.al Threlkeld, of Smith
1,11,1. was in tes te:
IDEA MEAT MARKET
1512 Broadway
Our First Saturday Special
A KEEN CUT
Omega Flour per sack 
Cream Cheese, per lb
Thistle Brand Peas, per can  
Concord Grapes, per basket  
80c lb. can Tomatoes, per can
 19e We also carry in stock Frog
14c 
per dozen 
izie Genuine Baltimore Oysters, Selects
per quart  50cNiagara Grapes, per basket 2-6c
Also Shrimp, per gallon  $1.50Delaware Grapes, per basket ... 34c
We call your special attention toImported Swiss Cheese, per lb... 39e
Imported Roquefort Cheese, lb.. 45e our Blue Ribbon Beef, Choice
Pineapple Cheese. cuts,at, Per lb  lee
Sapsago Cheese. ,Lamb, per lb.  17,e
Edam Chec-se. Veal, per lb.  12tic and
Quaker Oats, per package  Sc Smoked Tongues, per lb.  IS.
you 
ight be settled this fall so that on t Forget thendaries and all--esher theid at ;a s asked him to tell all he knew .con- bre Hine on a_cty- dump." -Ex-
early spring may find the city ready
to proceed with the work of construc-
tion. if the construction is to be un-
dertaken.
It Is up to the present, general
council to prove its capacity to cope
with the situation. There should be
sewers on the north side. People
who haye invested money in sewers
. In other districts, demand that much
MARY JANE HOLME
cerning the loans, s I change.
"1 do not know anything about.
these loans," answered Trainer. For drainage and irrigation Hol-
had an oil account with the Southern land has tffe astonishing total of
company but no money account. I 1.900,000 miles of peals and ditch-
never gave them any vouchers and es.
never heard anything about the
loans "
protection. At the same time, there
are probably waste' places, to assess
which might cause hardship. And
yet, people who own property In cit-
ies must understand they are liable
to certain burdens, from which collo-
ry people are exempt. ere will
honest differences of opinion about
.1.1•1•1•11/1•01.,
•
II THOR OF "LENA RIA-Efti:."
PLAY BOOKED NEXT WEEK.
KIDNEY TROUBLE DISCUSSED.
Hew To Avoid a sieknese Slitiple-
S Instructions Anyone Can Follow.
The sufferer with Kidney or Bled-
sder Trouble Is particularly miserable ,
Iduring the cold, we season. Then the 1
backache, headache, general weak
nees, heart- trouble and -sh-e-rr dry
cough characteristic of kidney dis-




the sewer qustion proposition; there ith tnore than ordinary severity and
will be just causes of complaint to Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 11.- Mrs he is simply compelled to seek relief
remedy, and then, there will-he met Mary Jane Holmes, the well-known or take to his bed.
the usual shifty person, who desires authoress, died at her home in Brock- Readers In this fix will be interest-
to avoid his share of the burden and port, in her sevente ninth year. Silo ed to learn that In order to get im-
secure more than his sha e of the was taken ill last week in Albany medate relief from -the Spain and
benefit. All these factors enter into while on her way from Oak Bluffs make a.speedy recovery, a visit to a
the difficultlea of the problem of Mass., where she spent the summer high-priced specialist is not necessary.
sewer district. No. '3. Firmness, de-i she improved a little and was able to Instead go to the drugglst and get:
cielon, justness and common sense continue to her home, but another Concentrated Barkola Compound,
relapse came.
'tuition as this. Mrs. Mary Jane Holmes was born
o  In Brookfield. Mass., on the farm if
With the passing of Cassie Chad, her father. Preston Hawes. She en
s-wick in prison: there closes a drama tered the village school when elle
of real life, as apparently unreal and' was three years- old and is said to
as stirring as anything ever produeed have been making progress In grain-
frens the post of .a,pfay_wriglit. _Caisalemiar at tax , Her. At article WAS,
Chadwick's career has been -stream- written and published when she was
with the wrecks, of banks and of fifteen. She married Daniel Holmes
1 ounce
FluIJ Extract Cascara Aromatic.
1-2 ounce
Aromatic Elixir  4 ounces
Rix them together- at -home and
take' che teespoonleil after *theft meel
and nit bediene. ,
The.- sum pie receipt ta UM, ,on
• .4,, settee:ft than that of Dr. Flood;
the gret specialist ,to be Superior In
hopes. She has driven strong men to a lawyer of Brockport, N. Y.. and merit as a safe, speedy remedy for
suicide, he has brought suffering to with him Made long tours abroad Kldiret. 'Bladder and Rheumatic A,
women, and children. She has sown 
1





And We Mean to Get It, Too
And the way we are going after
it we tell you below There's no
need for you tm wear you" old suit
until th HIGH PRICE TORES
have their AFTER THE-SEASON
REDUCTION SALE OF ODDS
and ENDi We are going to give
you the opportunity to BUY
HIGH CLASS CLOTHING in
ALL TIIE NEWEST CUTS.
WEAVES and. COLORS at
LO4 ER PRICES than the HIGH
PRIGE. EXPENSE RIDDEN
ST 11E4 charge y u during their
CUT PRI''E END OF-THE-SEA-
SON SALE. SOUNDS like BIG
TALK; DON'T IT? Well, if you
t ink so, call to see us and we will
soon convince you that our GOODS
and PRICES prove our words.
ALL SUITS are MARKED IN
PLAIN FIGURES, and will be
sold as marked, below we give a
few Tots and pries Ii ing this ad-
vertisement with you and cm -
pare with stock.
Lot 8338 Brown Plaid worsted $16.99, •
- Expense Ridden Stores' Price is 
Lot 8336 Olive Check and Overplaid Worsted, $16.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
Lot 8339 Brown Self Stripe Worsted,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
-Lot 314-1 Gray Plaid Worsted. $1-4-.13,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
Lot 8397 Gray Plaid Worsted $14.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
Lot 3223 Gray Plaid Worsted, $14.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
Lot 9206 Olive Check Cass, $14.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
8362 Olive Nobby Worsted. $11.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
Lot 3267 Grey .Plaid Cass, $11.99,
Expellee Ridden Stores' Peire is
Lot 9249 ,Olive Stripe Worsted, $9.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price Is
Lot 3292 Grey Plaid Worsted. •$12.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
Lot 9231 Grey Plait! Worsted $9.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price Is_
Lot 9250 Nobby Olive Cass. $9.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
Lot 9265 Grey plaid Worsted Cass, $9.99,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price Is 
Lot 8752 Grey Wordted,-$7.49,
Expenee Ridden Stores' Price is
Lot 8707 Brown Check Cass. $7.49,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is
Lot 8606 Nobby Check Cass Worsted,
Expense Ridden Stores' Price is 
And so on. A call will convince you. Bring this advertisement
with you and make your own comparison. Fit and Quality guar-
anteed.



















THE MODEL 11 2 South'Second St.
_10e pf Sample Fancy'


















Ole 'goat fanItarq 'Carpet in the World.
We have been appointed agents in this locality for this
wonderful floor covering, and we requelit every housekeeper
to Call at our store and have a look at the only real sanitary
Carpet waie
As a covering for the bedroom, and as background or fill-
et( for rugs it 18 Ideal.
toismi 
These goods are shown in blue, red and green and are sold
at the very low price of 60 cents a yard.
.fieelelee.leeleeteiLek.a,..k.j.elp old, died of fever at 729 Washington
scree, last night and ItIll be buriee
IOCAL NEWS
•N'FF? arra"-
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
office 173.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400 1,4
Broadway. Phone 19e.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-Pickled pig feet and boneless
pickled pigs' feet at Biederman's.
-Perpetual green lawn grass seed
Just received. Brunson's, 529 Broad-
way.
--Best and cheapest. see rent bug-
gies. carriages and horses separately.
Both phones 100. Copeland'. stable,
419 Jefferson street.
-Get some of the beautiful new
souvenir postal cards of U. S. gun-
boat Paducah at R. D. Clements &
Co.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
Is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
. -City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention wil:
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co. -
--Pickled Pig feet and boneless
pickled pig's feet ag. Biederman's.
- -Just received supply of the larg
eat oysters in the eke. We receive
them fresh every day and will serve
oyster stew on Saturday night from
8 to 12 for only le seine a bowl.
People's restaurant, 119 South Third
street, W. F. Johnston, manager.
-Vetch, Vetch, Winter Veteh seed
the great pasturer at M. J. Yopp Seed
Co., 124 South Second.
-Neuchatel, Pineapple. Satsago
brick, Roquefort and Swiss cheese at
Biederman'o.
-We have just received another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
-Neuchatel, Pineapple. Sateago
brick, Roquefort and Swiss cheese at
Biederman's.
-Place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The San is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
-pay elsewhere.
-Employee of the Dixie Knitting
reins were yesterday paid off for
work performed up until the time the
plant went into the hands of a re-
ceiver.
-Little Miss Mary Duke Potter
daughter of Mr. L. D. Potter, was
operated . on yesterday:. for tonsil
trouble by Dry. Reynolds and Boyd.
--Curs Sfrums, colored. 45 years
MORE R.EASONS
Why We D  Your
Drug Store Patronage:
A prescription lean order from
a demor to a druggist nor a
specified *mottle; of medicine of
a certain kind and quality with
directions fur Its use by the
patient. Experience has taught
most physicians that in runny
!tette nee,. medicinal prepare
tions made by Certain firms give
better results than others that
may he had for perhaps half the
01141eV For this renem a doe
tor often names a certain brand
of Medicine which he wants
used In his preseriptien V ry
often it itrenfor for a druggist to
use. the Cheaper brand This
praetaCe on the part of the drug-
gist is • ailed euniterrtentet.
The physicians of Padu.
cab Know that we do not
aubettiut••
Our immense stock enables us
to give exactly what, the doctor
orders.
Furthermore, business integ-
rity Is nut a mere jest with us.
It is the froundation of our large
and steadily Increasing prescrip-
tion buitinetts All the doctors
know that our name en the
label guarantees the integrity
of the medicine.
Bring Us sour prescriptions.
,.••• •• • ••• •
1.3rtiggisstas
Fifik lad Bream. Opp. Palmer Hem.
The river continues stationary at work. Man preferred. Apply morningMiss Clara Park gave a "Map Study Greensboro, N. C., where she willPaducah, the gauge registering 7.4 WATER NOTICE. register. Address 0. Care Sun. only, 1630 Jefferson street.of Ancient Greece." "The Value of spend several months with her un. le Petrone of the Waiter (Nom 
. ) - . -. . d 1The Joe Fowler will be the Evane- • reminded that their rents eepired phone 912.Ilenry Rudy, and Mrs. John Scott wealthy business man of that city Sept. 3001. Those alio desire to re-vine packet today.
told of "Greek Gods and Goddesses." Dr. Bolling goes to Covington to de-- new them should do so befere 
FOR heatieg and stovewood ring
Both the Kentucky and City of Sal- Miss Mary Scott read '-The Dead liver the address at the Confederate forgotten, as all premises not paid for - 
it Is 437 F. Levin.
lino were late getting in from the Pan" from Mrs Browning. Current teunion. The calls from "the boys in on or before (let. 10 will be shut off.Tennesse this trip. The boats 
FOR RENT-Apartment In 603
"re events were presented by Miss Annie gray- coming to Dr. Bolling are
due to arrive here last night, but dna May la Yeiser. Inumerous" and he always greets his
not reach port until Just before noon i At the business meting an election comrades when he can -Memphis
today. I was held to fill the vacancy caused by ,Commercial-Appeal.
The Inverness will leave today for
the resignation of Miss Katherine Miss Ethel Brooks will Itsave Msthe Tennessee to bring back a tow of
Powell. e] number at native were put evenfte for Memphis Tenn . to at-ties.
The Reaper returned yesterday
5.1r ('nr!an,t Daniel 
pan
was iseusse1 
) are A GOOD COOK -anted.Ow FOR SAI E- My 5-room cottage
No. 2421 Broadway. Terms easy. For
particulars call at house or telephone
No. 725. Old. C. 0. Griffin.
WANTED TO RtNT-A ntodern
or 9 room residence. Light, heat
and bath. West End preferred. Ad-
dregs X. Y. Z., Sun office.
FOR SALE-My 5-room cottage.
corner Twenty-seventh and Broadway.
For further Iffformation telephone
1925 old phone J. H. Dugger.
from Caseyviee with a tow of coal.
The Jim Duffy has been let off the
marine ways and the .11m Duffy, Jr.,
hauled out for repairs.
The, Dunbar left on time this
morning on her regular trip to Cairo
The Royal made her regular trip
for Golconda today. •
The Michael left yesterday for the
Tennessee river.
The Cowling brought in a large
crowd of shoppers this morning.
The Castanet has gone to the Ten.
netssee for ties.
The repairs to the Pavonia are
about complete and the boat will be
let off the ways in a few days.





Grapes, Concord. Deli-war.' Mag-
a e. per basket 25e.
Bananas, per dozen 1 ne
le Pigs feet, both bone and boneless
pecials for Saturday, Oct. 12 'slotssNe: Prunes. and Cocoanuts.a 
•
7 r. Granulated Sugar  42c
4 lbs. Light Brown Sugar  25c
5 lb. sack Corn Meal  rde
24 tb. sack Palmer House Flour, 72c
2 cans Baker's Cocoa 
30c bottle Flavoring   25c
1 bottle Sweet Relish  10e
2 bottles Heinz icetchup 
Is bottles Heinz Mustard3 cans Fancy Corn
The Ohio at Evansville And Mt.Ver. ll sacks Salt 
non, not much change during the,
next 36 hours. At Padurah, will con-
At Cairo, will continue rising during
tinue rising during the next 24 hou4w. real Pacific Tea &.4 next 36 hour',
The Mississippi from below St.
Louis to Cairo. will continue rising
during the next 36 hours. Old Phone 1179
MURRAY.
tomorrow morning in Oak Grove cem-
etery.
-The Home Mession society of the
Broadway Methodist church, is ob-
serving this week as a "Week of
Prayer." The coneludiug service is
held this afternoon at the - church.
Mrs. C. H. Chatublin and Mrs. F. M.
MeGlathery are the leaders. The
services have been most interesting
and practical phases of mission work
In the large cites have been discuss-
ed each afternoon.
-The ladies of the Broadway
Methodist church will have a cake
nate at L. B. Ogilvie & Co's. tomor-
row.
-Fe J. Neihoff was appointed dep-
uty county jailer today by Jailer
.lames Eaker.
TAXPAYERS NOTICE
All persons owing state and county
taxes for 1907 will have to settle
same at once as I will be forced to
levy on same. Please avail yourselves
of the last opportunity to save penal-
ties and costa, etc.
JOHN W. OGILVIE, S. M. C.
RIVER NEWS I
THE PADUCAH EVENING STeN
Sot•ial 'Meeting.
The Philathean class of the First
Baptist church will meet this-even-
ing with Miss Mettle Beard, 813
Broadway.
Princeton Couple Populate Here.
Announcement haus been tubule
here of the approaching marriage oi
Miss Kate McCantey and Mr. J. L.
Wilkes, both of Princeton, Ky., on
October 23, at the Methodist church
in Princeton. Mr. Wakes is the chief
train dispatcher for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad at Princeton and Miss
MeCatuey is a popular young woman.
Both have a number of friends in
Paducah.
Sirk-McAdams.
The marriage of Miss Pearl Sirk
and Mr. George MeAdams took place
yesterday afternoon at the parsonage
of the St. Francis de Sales Catholie
church. The Rev. Father H. W. Jan-
sen performed the ceremony. It was
a quiet wedding witnessed only . by
the families and a few friends. They
Will keep house at Sixth and Clay
streets.
They are popular young people of
this city. The bride Is the daughter
of Mr. John 0. Sirk, of Twenty-third
and Clark streets and an attractive
young woman. Mr. McAdams is one
of the ear inspectors of the Paducah
yards, Illinois Central railroad, tied
a sterling yeeng marl e:th many
friends.
Card Party This Afternoon.
Mite Thomas C. Leech is entertain-
ing at cards this afternoon at her
home, ron Fountain avenue. His an
attractively Warmed party, one of the
most elaborate of the early fall sea-
son.
Alison:id Meeting.
The Alumni Assoelation meets this
afternoon at 4 o'clock at the High
school auditorium. Beetles the ar-
ranged musical program there will be
important business to come before
tire assoeiation.
Al itutionury Tea..
The Woman's Auxiliary of Grace
Episcopal church is having its first
Missionary Tea for this season at the
parish house this afternoon. The
program for the year will be decided
upon.
Kalmeephic Club.
The Kaloeophic club met this
morning with Mrs. David M. Flour-
noy, at "Homewood" in Arcadia.
'up and Miss Rena r, tend a huuse part) et the home
ithe majarity of votes. IMess Ilene Caldwell.
I Mr. James Bowman, the tobacco-
Mrs. Victor Voris has beet: removed nest, of Murray, was in the city last
,froue ;Riverside hospital to her home. night.
She underwent an operation a week Editor W. 0. Wear, of the Cello-
ago. way Times, Murray, was in the city
I Mr. Roscoe Reed is slowly initirov- a while yesterday afternoon.
lug at 'Over:Ade hospital. I Mr. L. Robertson and family, of
Mr. G. II. Robinson, of teithrie South Fourth street, will leave to-
who is Interested In clay mining near morrow for Murray to spend a week
with relatives.Hardin, Marshall counts, returned
to Hardin this morning aft.•r a•buen Mr. R. H. Creation, of Mityfleid,v.es
' at the Palmer House today11058 trip to the city.
Marehal Charlie McNutt of may- Mr. J. le Waukee-ea- glue wife.
Jachson. Tenn., are visiting retain ,field, passed through the 'its this
in the city.morning en route to eletrueolis on
business.
Ilittle girl. Mrs. Smith is in Bolive.
Mr. and Mrs. Auber Smith have
Dr. .1 W. Dunn returned to Prince-
es Tenn.ton this morning after speaking
I Miss Nell Barry, who has be. eCarlisle county in the interest of the. .
!visiting Miss Mary Carr for sevet.,Dark Tobacco Growers' association.
days, left this morning for ClintonMr. Herman Katterjohn went to
visit relatives before returning hon.Eddyyille this morning on business.
hit. John Landrane of Mayfield. to Paducah.-Fulton Leader.
Mrs. J. T. Link, of East Prair •was in the city last night. _
Mo., is visiting her sister, Mrs. A. I,, Mr. te M. Baker, of Fulton, was
here today. Russell, of South Fifth street.
Capt. and M116. John L. Webb areJudge Lawrence B. Anderson. of
Mayfield, was in the city today. at Dawson Springs.
Mrs. C. W. Lewis, of South
Tenth street, has returned from e
three weeks' visit to Chieago.
Hon. Charles K. Whee'er returned
this morning from Frankfort, where
he made argument before the court
of appeal', in the case of 
Signs .1eine °dont, eolored, was arrest'-'!
yesterday afternoon near Tenth stn. :against the Paducah Tra Hon cone'on Kentucky avenue. She seemed I.pany.
The Rev T. J. Newell. of Browns- 
b demented, and this morning wa.
Permitted to explain her conduct eyule, .pastor
Broadway Methodist church here for 
police court. She declared that sl
four years. Is in the city today, 
visit., had been all over the country. a!
Mg his daughter, Miss VII giiiia New- had lived 111 Si. Louis 13 "
tit, at the Craig Aneex. 
woman declared that tee
"1:1" ehoodooed" her, and that .'Mrs. George Shepherd, of South
Fifth street. who has been seriously 
Louis doctors were following her a
ill from diphtheria. ha better today. 
l over the country trying to get tr.
Miss& Myrtle, Maggie and Mary 
for a "sample.- to cut up and e,
Clark have returned from Mayfield 
mi-nt with. Judge Cross told I,
where they attended the run rat of 
Is as.' ilis ti and Idle stated e,
Mr. John Wilkins. 
- would gladly do it. The woman w
mfroa
Mrs. C. C. Walker has returned
ymfievIdis.iting 
Mrs. John F'ralick, of
lheaded for Illinois when last seen
Girl Knew Colors To a Nicety.
Mr. W. G. Dunnington, of Farm- Reading. Pa.. Oct. 11.- Wh•
vine, Vs , arrived here yesterday. Miss R. L. Hoy was being 
exam iii
is the representative in , „Het' as to her fitness for 
a position as tri-
ll" egraph operator. Division Operaturof the country for the tobacco buy-
Johnson asked her the coier of a
piece of ribbon..
"That Is cense.- said Miss by. "I
just bought a hat of that color.
trimmed with a veil of crushed vier-Mrs. R. C. Covert was called to .
let. '
Franklin. Ind., on account of the 
"What's this!" '
death of her grandmother, Mrs. Sarah
That is Alice blue."Gibson.
' Johnson recovered slowly. but WasEditor George Catlett, of the Prince game for another effort.
ton Banner returned home yesterday -What would you call three" he
after a business trip to the city, asked.
Dr. W. T. Bolling and .daughter "Nile green.•'
Miss Mary. arrived in the city Tue. "And all these years we thought
day and have been guests of Mr. and they were red, blue and green," he




ra.esi.al As, , I Vigo
Hot coffee made by a real kinhte
man in a
Genuine Kinhee Coffee Pot, the 
Twentieth Century Wonder
of the justly celebrated delicately flavor
KINHEE COFFEE, a delightful hot
drink merie in a miente B 4 your eyes.
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
The greatest range ever made; has all the good merit-
able points that the best talent could combine in the
manufacture of a range. The range now burning
under heavy fire with paper pipe. U want to C anti
know the points of the GREAT MAJESTIC.
Hot Coffee and Hot Biscuit Served
Every Day.





Subscribers inserting scant ads la
The Sun nih kindly rentemiter that
all such iteIII% are to 1W paid for
'when the mid is tau...med. the rule ap-
plying to every one without ext•cen
'Don.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.




LOST----Small black termite book
on Lovelaceville road or Jefferson
street. Return to Haynes & Die-
makes or phone 1139, I). R. Smalley.
-FOR SALE-Graven, sand and dirt.
Old phone 211-a.
WANTED Porter at Riverside
hospital. Must have good references
_
WANTED--A second-hand range.
State size. price and condition. Ad-
de•es A. Y.. rare The Sun.
WANTED-- Competent man or
woman to cook and do general house.
today, the same as yesterday. • •
North Sixth semen George Rawleigh.
FOR SALE- Runabout rubber ‘
tired buggy nearly new. Phone 217.
FOR RENT-- Rooms. Apply 19417
Broad.
FOR PURE apple vinegar 3years
old, Inchon Bros., Stall 31. Mail-et
FOR Dims WtiOU, oid phone
At the Sago, Limberger. Brick Roquefort




Boraxo--For the bath, there is Clarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
Great Pacific nothing nicer.Condeesed and bulk Mince Meat. a bargee]. C. J. Kiger, 110 NorthFOR SALE- Niee roll top deek.
Seventh.  
TRY T C. NICKELLS' best hand
sewiel, oak ruled half 110:fg in city for
durability. Fourth and Wriehington.
- roe HEN r-- Nice front room.
bath, etc . with, or without board,
626 Kentucky Avenue.
WANTED- To buy hounds. App:y
lae_George H. Robertson, IIS Broaa-
le ay.
LOST -- Gold-heeded -infuhrelet,






Puteuee W lllll an am! et. Louie Doe-
tere Walla Iler.
ing department of the Italian gov-
ernment in Europe.
Mr. Milton Sanchez is in the city
from St. Louis.
3 pkg.,. Soda 
2 'cans Lye 
^ lbs. Fancy Rice 
2 Pkgs. Seeded Raisins 
2 Pkgs. Currants 
1 qbart bottle Vinegar 
2 1-lb cans Grated Pineapple  
1 pa:nbew Buckwheat Flour  
1 pkg. new Pancake Flour  
I can Heinz Apple Butter 20c and
Picnic Hams, per lb 
- ..._ ago. Reear.1._113 South Second.iChristian nape! on Goebel avenue. 
aEtriveardybtohdy itemeoeti•- /ffne. 211...e:., une pair horses. Call old phone
r trial is all I ask. James Duffy. South
1:16n2t:ht street, near Broadway. Phone
F - . • ..et-p-, one pair o
Co. 




Fancy Lawn Grass Seed and we
eoe have them.
Flower Pots in all sizes.
15e 
Earthquake Carpet Cleaner, to
18c clean carpets while they are on the
25c floor.
20e1 Whole Wheat and Graham Flour
lee Leave your order for your home-
23e made fruit cake.
10e
10n -Christian Evangelist T. W. Phil-
15e lips from Fort Worth, Texas, will be-
1" gin a series. 'of meetings at the
•
WANT-ED- Mill men, highest
ges. Steady work. Call Satudray. Ed
D. Pope, room 4, over American-Ger-
man National bank.
-FOR RENT-: Fine farm about 3
miles from city. Good house and out
buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T.
E. Lydon.
CLOTHES cleaned and , presser-F.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
SiettS.DAY Sept. 2Y.-I will open
my shooting gallery at Rehkopf's old
building, 111 South Second street, op-
posite marken Glad to see all our
old customers. Wm. Rouge-no.
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and delivered. One
- peal's orchestra will play "Re- enue. Phones 433.
FOR RENT--Three room house -WANTED - spoke turners- for





Jackson. Miss. Apply at Hoopes
beLreCat composedt1i eeVI:.yln; 1nrsta Ni nm 
Deal.
ret. ritaeght. lt WANTED-- Position as grocery Brothers & Darlington, Inc., Westw
clerk by young man. Best of refei- Jackson. Miss.
ences. Address E. Care Sun,Mrs. Fannie Stanfield, of Mayfield. ED 
9 w
Hart and wife. otaeliS Clark s spEcw, SATI-ItIM", 334' A RAS- dale Bros. Co. Old phone 1261 that Fall fishing season is now open
The young son of Mrs. Ida Adams 
erT--tiNlil- A 1.1)111'F:1/ NUNIIIER. whone 1260. 
with plenty of boats, minnows and
of near Stella, got his leg broken last
week. •
Mr. S. H. Dees has returned from
West Veins. Mo., near; which place
he visitee an aged uncle fqr several
days.
Notice!
All towboats landing at the Padu-
cah Wharfboat company's wharfboat
will be charged two ($2.00) dollars
for each and every landing. Time not
to exceed two hours for each landing.
James Koger. Pres,
JAMES KOGER, Pres.
D. M. STREET, Sec,
YOCI DON'T DA VF TO WAIT
every dose mates you feelb.tter. Lax.Fos
keeps your whole 4114itiPS right sold on the
money-back plan eseowto•re. Prior IA cents.
Fall Bulbs.
Fall Bulbs are now here including
Dutch Hyacinths, Dutch Roman elye-
(entitle Tulips, Narcissus, Oxalis, Cro-
cus, and CIVInc-fteyed 'idly.
C. L. BRUNSON* CO., - 1
1
=SPECIALS-
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12th co. 
y office. E - Gtithriehustler. Appl
1-2 bbl Pansy Flour for $2.93
24 lb bag Ferndell Flour for....8nre
24 th hag Purity Flour,for 75c
12 lb bag Pansy Flour for 40c
1-2 hem, Irish Potatoes for 3ee
Fresh Eggs a dozen 20e
5 boxes Searchlight Matches for, ,15s
Mixed Cakes a pound lie
e Pkgs. Chocolate Fingers for 15c
2 lbs Ginger Snaps for 15e
3 cans Banner Lye for 2c
Queen OliVt`s a quart 60c
Quart .lar Pure Country Honey  50c
Pint Jar Pure Country Roney "23e
Ri"knn- 1.1"'I'W.GatAiS -• Neg. e:riee
Ralston Breakfast Food a Pkg 15c
For Rent. 2 doz. Nice Bananas for 25c
Nine room house, 90 foot lot, 414 Concord Grapes a basket 
South Tenth. Modern convenience& 3 nice stalks Celery for 10oJ. A. Rudy.
Fancy large White Heath
i EIMER! %I CONFECTIONERY 331 tackle at lower Irks'. Illinois, directly
BROADWAY. NEAR FOURTH ST.
WANTED - An energetic man Or
-
neberger House. 216 South Third. _Hon from captain on ferryboat: at 6
woman to take subscriptions for the, FO-ii---S-ALE-- Ice cream parlor and 9 a. m., 2 and ,5 p. nt.
Good Pictorial Review. 'pay for a tstock and fixtures.. Good location. --FR
Will sell cheap it sold before October 
O SALE 'CHEAP--- Desirable
In. Address A. rare Sun. 
property on Smith Fourth. Three
houses. numbers 427, 431 and 435.
WE ARE NOW In a position to between Clark and Adams Memel&
serve any. aud all kinds of sandwiches Write to Mrit. C. A. Brenner. Herrin,
chile and hot tamales, Ill 1-2 South 1:1- Box 3116. Or inquire at Joe Been-
Third, iner'e shoe shop. 126 1-2 Kentucky
FLAT FOR RENT- Four rooms, • 
avenue, for full particulars.
Bath, etc.. 1440 Broadway. L. D./ 
FOR SALE-Just finished four
Beach" ENGLERT AND BRYANT
a peck 9-
2 35 cans lane Table Peaches 45c 
LS
2 cans French Peas for 35c
2 jars Rock Candy Syrup 25c
Shelled Pecans a lb 7.5e
2 1-2 lb bulk Mince Meat 27e 1
12 1tt bag Whole Wheat Flour. .60c
2 cans Fefndell Red Salmon  25e
Pure Ground Black Pepper a lb  25c1
6 rolls Toilet Paper -25e 1
3 25c Pkge. Ferndell Coffee  65c
Cranberries a quart  lec
Fancy Cabbage,hard heads, lb .1 1-2. spECIA
• • • •
Fancy Bananas per doz 10c
Extra Fancy Michigan Potatoes
Per peck 20e
Fancy Grapes per basket .40e
Fancy New Cranberries per qt.  1ne
Fancy Lemons, per dozen...  1ec
4 lbs new Navy Beans for 25c
3 boxes Searchlight Matches for 100'
Fancy Ple-rec Hams per lb  I re,
Fancy Mince Moat per Pkg. • • • log
,Floride Oranges per citizen  45c
2 2 lb cans Ferndell Baked Beans 1
.t_ •
• • ..... • • • • • ...... • • • • n $6.- 'Vantilte Waters or . • .. ,25c
FOR SALE-Iron store front with
plate glass doors. Apply to the Hen- 
opposite foot of Broadway: five min-
utes walk front river. Full informa-
stret.
Sanders. Phone 765, 318 South Sixth room cottage with 
pantry, cabinet
- WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad- ease
'mantel. Front and back porches. Wa-
ter in kitchen. On 40 ft. lot. Small
dies or repair at the Paducah Harness 
payment; balance in monthly.
Mc('racken Real Estate and Mort-
__,.iffireeleadialeeV81)11%.*JanrifilIgn nee-Xi:4,1w
Qt. can Maple Syrup and )(ample ,2 Pkgs. Saratoga Flakes for....t6c
fall  . 10c Fancy P.ttent Flout per sack- ...75c
Cocoanuts  and toe Van Ila Wafers, 3 Pkgs for 25c
cum. 30 Fancy  Sorghum per Gal..410eFlorida Sweet Otengee a . 4 Country
and Saddle Co.. you are getting the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue. 
i gage Co: (Incorporated.) Lillard D.
REWARD-$25 reward for evie South Sixth street.
!Sanders. Prep. Phone 765. Office 318
deuce and conviction of parties turn-' ---- 
ing in false fire alarms from boxes of 
I NIGHT SCHOOL-- First month's
American District Telegraph company 
tuition free if you clip and mail or
- present this notice within the next
FOR IRENT-Room in home- with e
family of ordinary people. ' Would
like to rent to same kindeof folks. Ad-"31111ness College (incorporated)
'Sr It. Inn 0%4 
.
--,--••-•--,, -., !ft4.4.-44..inreadwar:- Padwesh.- 'Old
_
1 LADIRS- -Our- ealitiogu-e-explitiri phone 1755 milting foe particulars of
this remarkable offer. If you desire,how we teach hairdressing, manicur-
ing. facial massage, etc.. in a few-lex:it at end of month, owing nothing,
weeks, mailed tree, Meier College. St. omronetbon.tinue_ at speelaL rste--$4 a
EMMERT & BRYANT. 11...oule, Mo. '







The kidneys are essential organs
for keeping the body free from im-
purities. It they should fail to work
death would ensue in very short time.
inflammation or irritation caused
by 80010 feminine derangement may
aptead to some extent to the Kidneys
and affect them, The cause caul be
so far removed by using Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
that the trouble will disappear.
When a wputan is troubled with
pain or weight in loins, backache,
swelling of the limbs or feet, sa elf-
ing under the eyes, an uneasy, tired
feeling in the region of the Icitinte 5,
she abode' lobe no time iu twin- M1S5 KATE A. HEARN
mencing treatment with
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
It may be the means of saving her life. Lead what this medicine did
for Kate A. Hearn. 520 West 47th Street, New York, who writes—
Dear Mrs. l'inkhaae—'•I owe a debt of gratitude to Lydia E. Pink-
hanes Vegetable Compound for it has leaved my life. I suffered with
Kidney trouble, irregularities and painful periods. and my blood WAS
fast turning to water. I used your medicine for some time and it has
made me strong and well."
Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound made from native roota
and herbs cures Female Complaints such as Falling and Displacements,
and Organic Diseases. Dissolves and expels Tumors at an early stage.
It strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General Debility
and invigorates the whole system. For derangement of the Kidneys in
either Sex Lydia E. Piukhanes Vegetable Coinpunnd is excellent.
Mrs. Pinkham's Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female illness are invited to write
Sirs Pinkhani, at Lynn, Mass , for advice. It is free.
Robbing the Church Systematically
Practiced by Gang of French Thieves
Paris, Oct. 11.— The biggest rase
melon France has experienced in
years was precipitated by the drama:-
:c surrender to the police today of
Antoine Thomas, a rich barrel man-
ufacturer. who has been sought in
vain since the theft of the historic
Cope of Orth from the Church of
Ambasac at Limoges.
Thomas confessed it was he w
stole the cope and that be was one of
a gang who for months have been
plundering the churches of France
'if precious and valuable relics. When
--Ake church and state separatioe law
was passed and the taking of churth
inventories began, he declared, anti-
avatars of Paris. some of whom an
millionaires, hired him. and others to
go through the country and bribe the
parish priests to surrender the relics
and substitute counterfeits as hail
could later be tut-tied over to th...
state. He says this plan of operations'
continued for months, but as many!
of the most valuable chili- treas-i
urea could Hut be cooliterfe.ted, he
finally went boldly into the business
of wholesale burglary. Thomas esti-
mated the amount of his robberies as
I 011,11041.
Prohdnent Familiee Implicated.
The stealing of church relics was
only a part of the rich cooper's ille-
gal business. In his house the police
found an array of deadly poisons, a
blood stained stiletto, surgical in-
i,srurnents for illegal operations, and
a mass of correspondence implIcatival
women of sonic of the best knoe n
families in France and numerte
well known Paris art dealers.
Thomas returned to Clermont-Vet
rand a few days ago from London,
where he had gone to dispose of
some of his plunder. He found his
mother and brother had been arrested
and his house searched. He remained
near his home disguised until today,
when he walked into police headquar-
ters and exclaimed:
"The hestl of the firm of Thomas &
Marrie shapely, pretty figure, andEvery woman covets amany of them deplore the
loss of their girlish forms
after marriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
All of this can be avoided,however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as thisgreat liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, andpreserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all thedanger of child-birth, and carries the expectant mother safely throughthis critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing.Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from theuse of this wonderful 
sldremedy. So by all mother,8druggists at r.00 per
bottle. Our little
book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent free. rienTI Bradfield Replater Co., Allah, Bt.
Women
ANNIMININES
co., whom the people of Clermout-
Ferrand have cousidere4 a merchant
above muspicion, is a vulgar malefac-
wean(' thief of the lowest type. But
I did not come here to avow my sins,
which concern me alone, neither am
driven by remorse. I came to save
in) innocent mother and brother ann
a married woman whom I love, and
who is compromised by the seizure oS
ertain correspondent e."
How He Began Hie Ste&tinge.
Thomas then proceeded to relate
how he was first approached In the
matter of the theft of religious rel-
,es in the Masonic lodge of which he
is a member. He began his work by
purchasing religious treasures and re-
placing them with imitations. He fi-
nally resorted to downright theft.
and made use of a kit of burglar
tools tq force his way into churches.
He gave a list of the priests with
whom he claims to have had dealings,
but withheld the names of dealers in
antiquities who received the stolen
goods.
On his travels he found other men
engaged in similar work. Even statu-
es glass windows have been taken out
and replaced with an inferior article,
while the substittitiorm of imitations
for priceless bronzes, Ivories, paint-
ings, and tapestries have been in-
numerable, he declared.
Almost all the treasures were sold
In .England or America. Thomas said
the high prices paid, in the latter
country made the risk worth while.
Hard Times In Kansas.
The old dteia of grasshoppers and
drouth are almost forgotten in the
prosperous Kansas et today: although
a citizen of Codell, Earl Shamburg,
has not yet forgotten a hard time he
encountered. He says: "I was worn
out and disrouraged by coughing
night mid day, and could find no re-
lief till I tried Dr. King's New Dis-
covery. It took less than one bottle
to completely cure me." The safest
and most reliable cough and cold
remedy and lung and throat healer
ever discovered. Guaranteed by all




-ithe pride of the
mily-Buck's hot blast
eater on approval
the stove which produces more heat for less money than any other stove in the
world, sent to your home for thorough and free test. — or we will send a Buck's
famous sanitary range, cook stove or hard coal heater on the same terms.  letA THREE-YEAH-OLD FROM Al:-
us tell you about them today.K.%XS.%M IS SOUGHT.
Louis sett*, Of Louisville, Is Sent :
  by Paducah Polite —
Hiding Trains.
Chief of Police James; Collins 1,
searching for C. M. Landon and the,
three-year-old son of Mrs. Martha Wit
hams, of Fort Smith, Ark. Landon.
alleged to have run away with the
boy some time ago, and the mother
believes he came here. Sheriff John
Ogilvie received a plea from the,
mother to search (or the missing son
and turned- the matter over to Chits
of Police James Collins.
Louis Scotts. the 14-year-old Loll
isville boy arrested here for riding
freight trains, will be Rent home to-
day. He has been in custody of the;
city jailer for two days.
—don't you need a nice three or four-piece par-
lor self An inspection of our line means put-
chasing. 
. $32only. .50
A nice suit for .
They say that Shifter is ten yen —
ahead of his time. —if there is anything in the house-Well, it's not true. I'm his land • furnishing line we haven't got we'lllord and I know he's Just six month:, 
I get it for you.behind.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
—wouldn't you like to have a complete mission
diniR -ern:-..rn set? —see our large acsortment for
yor 
I 
ection and see that nice
one for only   $45.00
r--42rnsrA24steser- 
$prIoaor010. 
a week pays for any
Buck's stove sent on ap-
Just a Word About Our Clothing Values
VALUE--a hundred cents worth for a dollar---is the keynote of our business and the basis of our success. Alegitimate selling profit is added to the cost of all our merchandise---nothing more, nothing less; and we Jx-lieve this policy is responsible for 'many new customers who are making GUI,LETT'S "their store." If you haven'tseen the snappy new things for fall which we are offering, it is not too late now to mend your oversight. If you goto a high-priced tailor, it's to make sure of high-grade fabrics, high-grade tailoring, reliable trimmings and correctstyles. If you come here with exactly the same object you'll get satisfaction, and save about half the tailor's price.Money back, always, if anything goes wrong. You are cordially welcome here at all times, whether you buy ornot. Why not call and see what we can do for you--tomorrow?
Overcoats, Cravenetts
w E are exceedingly proud of the finedisplay of Overeats and Crave!,
here and we e ill mateli our values aesisst
any t ou have ever seen for similar priOes.
The Cravenettes are all Priestly rain-proof
and you can measure the quality of the
Overcoats by the new Kingston, a semi-
forni- !Ming. dare.skirted garment, which is
a dream of tasteful tailorinv: it comes in
black. and fancies.
$3.50 to $25.00
New Fall Suits for  Men,
WHEN you spend your fiel clothesmoney you want to get satisfaction
as well as clothes. Most emphatically we
can give you that sasisfaction in the splendid
new ienglc and eouble breasted models now
being shown. They come in a wide range
of rich designs—fancy worsteds and eassi-
meres, black Thlbets and blue serges.
You'll have to see them, though, to apple-
elate their real value.;
$3.50 to $25.00
Sturdy Suits for Boys
BOYA. clothes must have the material,the war-resisting qualities, as well as
the scyle, and the line which we are now
showing is proof that we recognize this
fact. Double breasted knee pants suits,
sizes 6 to 16; double breasted belt and
bloomer sults, sizes 8 to 16; Norfolk .81litS,
512PS 4 to 10, and Russian blouses, sizes 4 to
8. All these st) leg" in a variety nt band-
lime patterns*
$1.00 to $6.50
U. 0. OULLETT & COMPANY
(Incorporated.)
312 Broadway
We Carry the Union Store Card- 
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A Lazy Liver
nay be only a tired liver, or a starved
/leer. It would be a stupid as well as
savage thing to beat a weary or starved
man because he lagged In his work. So
In treating the lagging, torpid liver it is
a great mistake to lash It with strong
drastic drugs. A torpid liver is but an
Indication of an illomurishod, enfeebled
body whose organs are weary with over
work. Stsrewith the stomach and allied
organs of digestion and nutrition. Put
them In working order and see how
quickly your liver will become active.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
bee made many marvelous cures of "liver
trouble "hi its wenelerful control of the
organs of digestion and nutrition. It re-
storm the normal activity of the stomach,
increases the secretions of the blood-mak-
ing glands, cleanses the system from poi-
sonous accumulations, and so relieves the
liver of the burdens imposed upon it by
the defection of otter organs.
If you have bitterer bad taste In the wom-
bat, poor or able appetite, coated tongue.
foul breath. co stIpste4 or irregular bowels,
feel weak. easil tired. spondent, fresl tient
headaches, pain r distres. "Small of back."
gnawing or .li e g In stomach.
perhaps nausea. "risings' in
throat after eating, and in
of weak stomach and toned ii
symptoms
uggmai-
eine will relieve you more promptly or oure
ioy merenimienew en ily than RT,tor Pierce',
Golden Misdeal iiisc..,very. Perhaps only
apart of the above symptoms will be present
at one time and yet point to torpid liver or
biliousness and weak stomach. Avoid All
hot bread and biscuits, griddle cakes and
other indigestible food and take the "Golden
Medical Discovery' regularly and stick too*
use until you are vigorous and strong.
The "Discovery" Is non-secret, non-alco-
holic, is a glycerin extract of native medici-
nal roots with a full list of its ingredients
printed on each bottle-wrapper and attested
under oath. Its 4us-redlenis are endorsed
and extolled by the most eminent medical
writers et the age and are recommended to
sure temediscases for winch It is advised.
Don't accept a substitute of uuknown
tempoeition for this non-secret eminent.
O ILSoWar COMPOSITION.
All in the Cemetery.
"Have you any children?" demand-
ed the landlord.
"Yes." replied the would-be tenant.
solemnly, "six—all in the cemetery."
"Better there than here," said the
landlord, consolingly; and proceeded
to execute the desired lease,
In due time the children returned
from the cemetery-, whither they had
been sent to play, but it was too late
to annul the contract.—Tit-Bits.
The word produces 10,000 watches
daily.
KILL THE COUCH



























For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Schmaus Brute for the largest
and Most Complete stock of
flowers and plants in the city,
Free delivery to any










































Oct. 19th and 20th
Oct. 27th—Account
Ky. — Round
Oct. 14th and 15th
Oct, 19th —,„Account
Lodge R. A. M.
Seekers' tickets to all




at about one fare











Agt City Ticket (Ince
M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot
A Rock In the Baltic
By ROBERT BARR,
_Author if
The Triumphs of Eager). Valmont," "Tekla," "in Ike Midst of
Algeola," 'Speculations it Jobe Steele," ~The Victors,' Etc.
Copyright, 1906. by Robert San'.
Sy Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New Yost.
(Continued from test issue.)
CELA.PTELt XVI.
El the sailing boat east off and
was shoved away from the
side of the steamer there were
eight men aboard. Six grasped
the oars, and the young clerk who had
signed the docurneuts given to him by
the captain took the rudder, motioning
Lennoutoff to a seat beside him. All
the forward part of the boat and In-
deed the space well back toward the
steru was piled with boxes and bags.
"What ni this place called?" asked
the prince, het the young steersman
did not reply..
Tying the boat to,fron rings at the
small landing wherf the steps began.
three of the mei' shipped their oars.
Each threw a bag over his shoulder,
walked up half a dozen steps! and wait-
ed. The clerk motioned Lermoutoff to
follow, so he stepped on the shelf of
rock and looked upward at the rugged
stairway cut between the main island
and an outstanding perpendicular ledge
of rock. The steps were so narrow
that ,theprocession had to move up in
Indian die—three men with bags, then
the prince ant the clerk, followed by
three wore men with boxes Lermon-
toff counted 237 stem- which brought
him to an elevated platform projecting
from a doorway cut in the living net.,
but shielded from all sight of the 'sea.
The eastern sun shone through thie
doorway, but did not illumine sunt-
cleutly the large room whoee walk,
ceiling amid floor were of solid stone
At the further end a man In uni-
form sat behind a long table on which
burned an oil lamp with a green shade
At his right hand stood a broad, rotund
brazier 4:ontalning glowing coals, after
the oriental fashion, and the officer
was notating his two hands over it and
rubbing them together. The room
nevertheless struck chill as a cellar.
and lermoutoff heard a constant
smothered roar of water.
The clerk, stepping forward and sa-
luting, presented to the governor seat-
ed there the papers and envelopes giv-
en him by the captain. The officer se
lected a blue sheet of paper and acne
-tinned it for a moment under the
lamp.
"Where areethe others?"
"We have !motel first the supplies.
governor, then the boat will return for
the others.''
The governor nodded and struck a
bell with his open palm. There enter-
ed a big man with a bunch of keys at
his bele followed by another, who cor-
ned a lighted lantern.
"No. 9," said the governor to the
jailer.
el beg your pardon, sir, am I a prison'
er?" asked Lermontoff.
The governor gave utterance to a
sound that was more like the grunt of
a pig than the ejaculation of a man.
He did not answer, but looked up at
the questioner, and the latter saw that
his face, gaunt almost as that of a
living !skeleton, was pallid as putty.
"No. it," he repeated, whereupon the
jailer and the man with the lantern
put a hand each on Lermontoffs ehoni-
ders and marched him away. They
walked together down a long pasnage,
the swaying lantern casting its yellow
meet on the Iron bolts et door alter
door uutli at last. the jailer stopped,
threw back eix bolts, inserted a key,
unlocked the door and pushed it pon-
derously open. The lantern showed it
to he built like the door of a safe; but,
unlike that of a safe, It opened inward.
As soon as the door came ajar Ler-
moutoff hermit the sound of flowing
wfittie, and when the three entered be
noticed a rapid little stream sparkling
in the rays of the lantern at the fur-
ther end of the cell. He sass- a shelf
of rock and a stone bench before it.
The jailer placed his hands on a black
loaf, while the other hekl_np the Ian
tern.
"That will last you four days," said
the jailer.
"Well, my son, judging from the no
appetlxin4 look of It, I think it will
last me in ich longer."
The jailer made no reply, but he and
the man with the lantern retired. draw
lug the door heavily after them. Lee-
moutoff heard the bolts thrust Into
place nnd the turn of the key. Then
interice fell, all but the babbling of the
water. He stood still In the center of
the cell, his hands thrust deep In the
pockets of his overcoat, and, in spite of
this heavy garment, he !shivered a little.
, "Jack, my boy," he muttered, "this
Is a new deal, RR they say in the west.
I can Intagine a man going crate- here
if it wasn't for that stream. I never
knew whet _darkness' meant before.
Well, let's find out the size of' our king-
dom."
He groped for the wall end, stum-
bling against the stone bench, whose
existence be had forgotten, pitehel
head forward to the table and sent the
fonr dae loaf rolling on the• floor. He
made an Ineffectual grpsp afters the
loaf, fearing it might fall Into the
stream and be lost to bine but lie
Could not find It, anti now hie designs
for measuring the cell gave plare to
the desire of finding that loaf. Ile got
down on his betide and knees and felt
the stone floor Melt ley inch for half
an hour, as he estimated the Brags but
never once did he touch the bread.
"flow helpless a man. is in the 'lark.
afier-alid"-Le-leuttered to lahusair-
must do this systematically, beginning
at the edge of the.-stream."
On all fours he retched the margin
of the rivulet and felt his way along
anneliellealeakilmenensaseenatartereallat
the brink till his head struck the op-
posite Wall. He turned round, took up
a position that he guessed was three
feet nearer the door and again trio
versed the room, becoming so eager in
the search that he forgot for the mo-
ment the horror of his situation, Just
as when engaged In a chemical experi-
ment everything else vanished from
his mind, and thus after !several jour-
neys back and forth be was again re-
minded of the existence of the stone
bench la butting against it when he
knew be was several feet from the
wall. Rubbing hie head, he muttered
some unfavorable phrases regarding
the immovable bench, then crawled
round it twice and resumed his trans-
verse excursions. At last he reached
the wall that held the door and now
with breathless eagerness rubbed his
shoulder against it till he tome to the
apposite corner. Ile knew he had
touched' with knees and hauds prac-
Welly every sinutre inch of space in
the floor, and yet no bread.
"Now, that's a dtmaster," cried he,
getting up on his feet and stretebing
himself. "Still, a man doesn't starve
in four days. I've cast my bread on
the waters. It has evidently gone
down the stream. Now, what's to hin-
der a man escaping by menus of that
water courts'? Still, if he did, what
would be the use? He'd float out into
the ROW sea and If able to swim
round the rock' would merely be com-
pelled to knock at the front door and
beg admission again. No, by Jove!
There's the boat, but they probably
guard it night and day, and a man in
the water would have no chance
against one In the boat. Perhapn
there's gratings between the cells. Of
course there's bound to be. No one
would leave the bed of a stream clear
for any one to navigate. Prisoners
would visit each other in their cells,
and that's not allowed in any respect-
able prison. I wonder if there's any
one next door on Alther side of me.
An Iron grid won't keep out the
solind. I'll try." And, going again to
the margin of the watercourse. he
shouted :several times as loudly as he
could, but only a sepulchral echo, an
if from a vault, replied to him.
"I imagine the adjoining cells mire
empty. No enjoyable comptneonshiP
to he expected here. I wonder if
they've got the other poor devils up
from the steamer yet. I'll sit down on
the bench and listen."
(To be continued in next issue.)
A MOST WORTHY ARTICI.M.
When an article has been on he mar-
ket for years and gains friends every
year, it is sate to call this medicine a
worthy one. Such Is Ballard's Hore-
hound Syrup. It positively cures
coughs and all pulmonary diseases. One
of the best known merchants in Mobile.
Ala. wtites: "For tive years my family
has not been troubled with the winter
coughs, We owe this to Ballard's
Horehound Syrup. I know It has saved
my children from many slek spells."
Sold by .1. H. Oehlschlaeger. Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
"How is your mine panning out?"
"About $10,000 to the ton.
"What—of ore?"
"No! of booklets."— Pittsburg
Post,
UMW Wal
Forget—Baby Is restless, can't sleep
at night, won't eat. cries apaamodi-
elms,. A bottle of white's Cream Ver-
mifuge never fails to cure. So many
times when the baby is pale and fret-
ful, the mother does not know whist
to do. A bottle of this medicine would
bring color to his cheeks and laughter
to his eyes. Give It a trial. Sold by
J. It. Ochlsehlaeger, Lang 13ros. and C.
0. Ripley.
—Some of the real estate advertis-






We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper tharrwood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor, Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it,
Both Phones 756.
15o 5 pt. and bottle; 50 rebate
for bottle.
25c I pt, and bottle: 10c rebate
for bottle.
35c 2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle. '
Sw-I4. WINSTEAD




Discussion of Contract Results
in Postponing matter.
Letting Contracte Entire Would Save
Streets, but Would Be Burden
on Property.
UPPER BOARD HOLDS SESSION.
Food Wastes in Dyspeptic Stomachs
It seems useless to eat when the stomach can't digest
the food, yet you must eat. Why not- then repair your
digestion? It can be done. Many ways have teeu recom-
mended to you, but here is one that is guaranteed. Co to
your druggist and get a 50 cent or $1 bottle of Dr. Cald•
well's Syrup Pepsin, the great laxative compound. It will
create for you what nature does not seera to provide—the
gastric and peptic juices necessary to digestion. Your leek
of them has caused your dyspepsia. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin contains properties that stir the functions of the
stomach and liver to activity—thig makes it do what it
otherwise would not do. it arouses the secretions of the
glands which are essentials to digestion, and in that way
cures indigestion or dyspepsia. Let no dyspeptic say he is
incurable. He cannot honestly say so until he has tried
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. One bottle will be sufficient
to prove its me:Us, and that one bottle will only cost you SO
cents or $1 at your druggist.
They Were Cured by Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
I was afflicted seriously with
stomach trouble, and had not
been able to obtain any relief
from the different remedies
which I had tried, until I finally
heard of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin. I purchased a large
bottle, and after taking same r
according to directions. I nu- 7,
need a great irnprovernent; I
then bought two more large
bottles, and when they were
gone, I had no more tumble. I take great pleasure in informing you of the
Discussion of lateral sower instal- 
klal.1 amMoianrogev.belT.Xt (Wf . 
health
heat tSttb., ,Inwdriaitaizoitiniad. : eg7,,,stiDpar.tiCo:l1:.wne,:'sa iyyrubopvii:oupodsinanhdashd“ovneetrmistet.
i Although young in years I have suffered from
lateen consumed nearly half an hour have been ever since I took lar. Caldwell's SyrupPepsin,This 'medicinal can recommend to
at the regular meeting of the board anybody and have done so, and have been the
of aldermen last night. This with a :Iry ()our( your agwn 
a 
eatnd 
:selling iota of  Syrupt, ,Ii.toe p•
discussion of building a sexton's a great deal of good. Sn ma have used it
home in Oak Grove cemetery and around and asked me what kind of meth-me I Syrup Pepsin to any one that has stomach tron-
I can cheerfully recommend Dr. Caldwell's.., since I took it; people came to me for miles
Several routine matters, constituted took that did me so much good.
the business of the board. 1 I have used Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and
Aldermen Chamblin and Hubbard was greatly benefited. Have had Indigestion
and stomach trouble for many years and foundwere absent. great relief after using it, and can cheerfully i sin. I would not be without it in toe h mse. It
A remonstranse againet the issu-
ance of a restaurant and lodging
house license to William Greek, on
Broadway between First and Second
streets, was filed.
Mayor Yeiser presented a letter
from the National Humane alliance.
of New York, asking when the city
will be prepared to recdive. a foun-
tain donated by the society. He had
written an official acceptance of the
gift, and his action was ratified.
The water company was directed
to extend mains on Harrison street,
beyond Twelfth street.
A report from Milk and Meat In-
spector Ed Farley was filed.
An application from Herman Lit-
tle for the position of sewer inspec-
ter, was filed.
A petition asking that barbecued
meat dealers be compelled to pay a
license for peddling on the streets,
was filed.
Acting Mayor Earl Palmer, in the
absence of Mayor Yieser, stopped
work on South Nineteenth street be-
Sias. Isasztms \At:Es:mitt. Freetown. Ind.
numerous remedies and doctor's prescriptions
and have yet to end the equal of your Syrup
Pepsin end I gladly recommend it to all who
suffer from constipation.
C. 1. Sissolu, Memphis, Tenn.
11 y.ualf and lankily suffered . f or aorrut fifteen ye,ars I have
terribly from malaria. coned- been afflicted with indigestion and
p thou and stomach troubles, stomach troubles and ac times the
and caw physician conk' not pain was so severe that I had
help us. In Dr. Caidweire grave fears that my trouble was
, Syrup Pepsin we all found ma- cancer of the stomach.
.' stant relief. I have gained at in September last year while via-
pounds and the children have iting zny brother in Chicago I
impthved wonderfully in learned of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
health. Mats. I. W. I eatik.11. Pepsin. for stomach trouble and
Benne. Ark. purchased a couple of small bot-
tles. I kept up the Use of the remedy and SiDe•
then I have been f:ce from any stomach trouble.
and I am rul.y persuaded that Dr, Caldwell 'S
Syrup Pepsfn has cured me. O. G. Rica A a os,
Attorney and Pension Agent, Eudora. Kansas.
bit', indige.ti-m or constloatmn as tile best
medicine for these cetnplaiots that I have ever
%thee.. Id. 2111ttk.a, Moir/ea:ma, Ill.
I cm glad to give my testhliony at to tile very
excellent omalit les of fr. .‘t,lwell's Syrup Pep-
Petitions against sewering proper- recommend it to the public. noes aim yon say it will do, and more too.
ty on the north side were filed. 
C. K. SLONNEGER, Liberty, Ind. I Two.W. tivass. \A'ab Lugineer. Bement. lit
One can never tell what day some member of the family as it is sure to cure these diseases. It is sold under a positive
will become constipated or have indigestion, istendice, guarantee to do what is claimed for it or money will be
bloated stomach, biliousness, sour stomach, had breath, refunded. It is easy to take because pleasant to the taste,
flatulency, lazy liver, weak stomach, sick headache or some is gentle in action but promptly effective, and entirely free
other ailment affecting the stomach, liver or bowels, and from the griping so common in salts, purgative waters and
then Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin will be instantly needed, cathartic pills, tablets or powders. tt is for that reason the
best remedy for infants, children, women,
old people, invalids and others and yet is
active enough to be promptly effective in
the most robust grown persons. Go to
your druggist to-day and get a 50 cent or
$1 bottle under the guarantee. Complete
directions are on every bottle.
I.
'rFREE TEsar Mote wishes to to Dr, Calastsl's syrup Peoria Pecs burn/ CAM have a freesample Dottie sent b !noir home by aodressing the compa,y. This oder is to Prow
1 
that Ms remedy will doss we claim, sad is way apes to th,,se who have never
taken It. Send tor II it you haw any symptoms of stomach, liver or borer disease s^
laxative tor Waldron, warms ana ,eil te'ss. A riaranksiO, permanent horns cure. THE VERDICT: "No;, ?;,:eilicyla frimt 
'actin
laxative Se Seed Mid Sete 31 04- CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This giallo hears pu•,!Y gearaAWA NO. 17,
Slasoington. 04. *Mous PEPIIIIM SYRUP CO. 107 Caddy/en Bldg., Monticello, III.
I can truthfully and willingly say that Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is all that tile recom-
mended to be. I have us d It and know for my-
self what I state. I tlo rut think it has 'an equal
for stomach trouble. I have not words to ex-
press its value to me and there are many others
of my acquaintances and trrends woo have used
it with good results.
Miss. 'MERV* E. Roz.l.z.ss, Dewey. Ill.
I have given your Syrup Pepsin to OW little
boy for constipation and have found it v..ry
gm& and can re, omen.I It to anyone. I think
anyone raising ci ily ahould not be without it.
Miss. L. loess. Kansas City, KAZIS.
such a contract could be let as the
city has no money with which to ex-
ecute it.
, Alderman Stewart stated that he
understood the finance committee
was in a position to finance the pro-
ject, and moved that the committee
be authorized to go ahead and let the
contract.
It was the opinion of all aldermen
that the house in an absolute neces-
sity.
Contractor Lockwood agreed to ac-
cept the city's note for 6 months if he
was awarded the contract.
cause inferior gravel was being elderman Stewart's motion car-
spread. A report of his action was red.
flied. City Engineer Washington Unsanitary gutters on ;Jefferson
notified the board that good gravel street near Twelfth street, were, de-
is now being spread by Contractor ferred to the health officer; also of-
Terrell, • femsive odors from the canning fee-
Mayor Yeiser was directed to to re- tory on South Tenth street.
new a note of $3,592.50 in the Amer- Mrs. Stubblefield was refunded a
lean-German National hank. This poll tax paid by mistake.
money was borrowed to settle with Mayor Yeiser was instructed to
the Gen4ral Electric sompany. notify through the press the, sewer-
The Sewer Muddle, age connections in No. 1 district will
Bids for installing, lateral sewers be compulsory after May 1, 1905, and
in district No. 2, were rejected. being •for property owners to take due no-
considered too high. lace.
Contractors declared they were, A prayer from Charles Voight for
afraid of the validity of the ordinance alleged over aseesameut was referred:
authorizing a bond issue for money also one from C. D. Seott.
to defray sewer expenses. Finance Reports.
Mayor Yeiser suggested a test of The treasurer's report for Septern-
the ordinance in court, as contrac- her showing a balance of $15,467.50
tors will bid lower if, assured of a
sound ordinance.
Councilman Hannan suggested
that the city leave lateral sews
alone, and to allow each property
owner to install laterals when need-
ed. This plan has provmi successful
and economical in Louisville. The
only advantage in having all laterals
installed at onee, is that streets will
be tbrn up less. If original plans are
followed, laterals will be run to
many vacant lots, a burden to peope
erty owners, in many Instances.
City Engineer Washington was
against Alderman, Hannan's Plan,
President Palmer stated it 11
was the intention to run laterals only
to property lines
The only question is in the validity
of the ordinance, and a motion to test
the ordinance was made.
Again a lively discusaion ensued
in which City Engineer Washington
and nearly every alderman participat-
ed, tearing the question t) pieces and
analyzing it thoroughly.
- The motion to teat the validity of
the ordinance was withdrawn and
the matter dropped for the time be-
third&
w Miscellaneous Business,
Herman Friedman threatened to
sue the city- for damage done his
furnace and cellar by back water.
The matter of remedying the trouble
was referred.
An ordinance to emprove Meyers
street beyond Island creek bridge
was asked for. The matter Was re-
ferred.
The Illinois Central was notified
that all tracks ins the city limits with-
'-In three weeks, must be lowered to
the grade of streets.
City Solicitor James Campbell pre-
sented an opinion that the city. could
not bold Thomas Bridges' Song for
failure to finish sewer district No
2, within the specified time, because
addition .district was added after
the _contract was signed. The opin-
ion was coneuered in.
Reports showing that Contraetor E.
C. Terrell ignored notices to repair
Fifth street, between Jefferson street
and Kentucky avenue, were presented
Thu board ordered the city to make
the repairs and charge It up to Con-
tractor Terrell's bondsmen.
Mayor Yeiser suggested that an
ordinance he drafted permitting tile
Paducah Southern ElectrIct Rail
road company to enter the city with-
out the sale of a franchise The mat-
ter was referred to the ordinance
committee with instructions to. draft
such a ineaeure.
,Bids op a sexton's restideniee
Oak (Imes, echieterr were subni111;
an follows: J. W. Lockwood, ;2,499:
J. Cole, $2,2n3; Brame & Evans, $2,-
499, and J. M. Byrd, $2,435.
AldernIall Burnt 014 uot see bow
in the treasury at the close of the
month, was filed.
Bills, salaries, etc.. amounting to
$10.7s5.04, were allowed.
Mayor Yelser was authorized to
borrow money enough to tide the city
over until December collections are
all in.
Ordinances.
Ordinance regulating the running
of railroad trains through the city, It
is the same ordinance that has been
In effect, except that employes are
xempted from liability from prosecu-
tion for violations. First reading
The rule was guinteneled and lateen-4
reading given the measure.
Ord-Manse requiring fenders on all
street cars, which was passed by the
lower board. The board of alder-
men has never had a report on the
measure from its street committee
and action on it was deferred.
Alderman Hank reported that
"test weights" bad been delivered at
the city' scales.






When the doctor comes to
your house and leaves a pre-
scription, you Want that medi-
eine and want It in a hurry.
Our delivery service is such
that we are prepared to send
it to you just that way—in a
burry. There will s be no mis-






13 Tears' Success Induned by Business Moe Inas }orate!. $ ;00.000.00 Casital
29 Carers in le Seetr.. jao F. Dratighea. rms.
Safe Reliatle
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
Lona as the Up-to-Date Business Schools
POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED
FR EE B.NAIL keeping. Be n ing,. to FIN'S persons InA COCA= III ..a• Enattan, or 1:iiistrato,.: i.v MAIL4.111.:1 rierortng to
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Wr11,164. Law, Muctanical DraWIng, Bust- papery to Draughon's Practical Bus. cotiege:
PADUCAH, Si 4 BROADWAY;




GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and ElilbciiMerS
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.




FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
111COAPORATID
James Collins for S. , r was
filed.
Several deeds and tr unsters of
iots in Oak Grove cemetery were rat-
ified.
Alderman Smith stated that he re
telved complaint about hacks, not in
active service, standing on Broadway
He asked if an ordinance existed im-
posing a penalty for such nuisance
Such  an ordinance is in effect, but is 
not enforced. Mayor Yeiser suggest.
id that the matter be referred to the
solicitor, and It wag favorably acted
On motion the board adjourned.
His Dear Old Mother.
"My dear old mother, who is now
53 years old, thrives on Electric Bit-
ters," writes W. B. Brunson, of Dub-
!in. Ga. "She has taken them for
about two years and enjoys an excel-
lent appetite, feels strong and sleeps
well." That's the way Electric Bit-
ters affect the aged, and the same hap-
py results follow in all cases of fe-
male weakness and genera: debility
Weak, puny children too, are great.
strengthened by them. Guaranteed
also for stomach, liver and kidney
troubles, by all druggists. 50c.
The Country's Need.
"I say," said the old lady with the
high-pitched voice, as the jerk-water
slowed down at Grigsby Station--"I
say, what is all this fuss about edu-
catin' boys to be civil engineers? The
thing this 'ere country really needs Is
a few civil conductors, and less sassy
After t he Children
Start Back to School
Leaf out fir the old treuble
with vermin in their heads.
Children can't avoid it. They
are ceintxdliol to daily come in
contact with those infected,, and
vermin spread with alarming
rapidity'.
Anyone is liable at any time
wluttnThivelingirin any st ri
plsce to become infect( d.
the only safe way to be is to
have on hand, ready - for any
emergency, mime
REXALL LARKSPUR LOTION ,
It is tite cleauest, need conven-
ient., practical and effective
remedy fir destrioying head lice
and vermin about the body. It
is a clean, clear liquid—nothing
greasy or oily about it and has
none of the objectionable tea.
Inn's of the ointments usually
used. A good sized bottle, suffi-





Was a man of nerve, but sickness left
its mark and he became aged before
his time. Sickness is often cnizsed by
a torpid liver. Derbine will regulate
your liver and give you health. Mrs.
Carrie Austin, notion. Nan.. writes: "I
consider Herbine the best medicine I
ever heard of. I am -never without it"
Sold by J. H. Oehlschlseger, Lang Bros.
rintL.C. to Ripley.
We have Several good driving horses for sale at reisonable prices and
will guarantee tbern as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
livery and bbirding Born.
t NCO' POPIATED
Fourth Street sod Kentucky Anon,
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.a
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric planis Installed:
Complete machine shop. .•
1212424 N. Fourth St. Phones 787
IIIIIMMISAvolamakaahomaaata•
s.
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SPARKING STAlU litbi GUNS. sa tutu ekipping from out of oue
dark corner into another. They CAR INSPECTORFunniest Comedy of En-ors Almost thought he was a the tramp they were
Results Seriously. looking for and gave chase.
Williamsport, Pa., Oct: 11—A corn- NVadeworth took to his heels.
edy of errors came near ending in a stable Rogers tired three shots
tragedy at Montoursville. Constables Wadeworth threw up his arms,
Rogers and Shinn were spooking pecting the "highwaymen" to ge t
around the house In search of a through his pockets. Instead the two .
traropish looking stranger whom they constables grabbed him, tore his coat, IA
believed was a burgle'. and were hustling hint to the lockup
Central Complies With Law!:Edward Wadsworth, Of Galeton, a when his ;mitre lady friend. in a con-
echoed teat her, a ho had come to dition bordering hysteria. appeared on
town during the day, was spending the scene and explained the situation.
the evening with his sweetheart. They If Peeper Equipment Is Not Provideo
saw the constables sneaking around —The store., are full of charm te Pio...elation Will Follow ou
and thought they were burglars. Ike shopper Ineee days— and tin' Preeentinent.
Wadsworth said he would watch store ads. reflect the fact untuistake.




Sometirnes= MOM 411.1■••MM. ••••I
A dishonest shoe---a shoe that is "faked
up" with paper between soles and skimped in
a dozen other ways looks as good as an honest
shoe--at first.
So it's as well not to run any risks.
Get your shoes here, where none but
honest shoes find shelf room.' This is a
"show-me" stole; we cite you to the kind of
material used in our shoes. There's a bunch
of cut-open samples in our windows now;
they're taken from the regular stock.
Men'a Shoes, $2.00 to $9.00
Ladies Shoes, $1.50 to 55 00
Children's shoes, 50c to $2 50
LENDLER LYDON
309 Broadway, Phones 6M





NEWS OF THE H ULHOADS.
A government inspek,tur is todio
making an inspection of equipment in
Paducah Illinois Central yards, and a
1
I great deal will depend on his report.
,Of late theme inspectors have been
stirring up interest for railroads, and
It was only a• few weeks ago that the
Illinois Central was fined in Louis
ville for failing to comply strictly
with government regulations. At Ceti-
tral City an attache of the road in au-
titorits is under indictment on thir
i teen counts for' alleged failure to fol-
low to the letter government laws re-
garding railroad equipment.
I Railroads are required by the goy,
l ernnient to send out freight cars in
, perfect condition. Couplers have to
• be in good condition, steps and hand1
'rails have to be a certain distance
from the ground, and there are doz-
ens of /different ni,nor parts of cra-
booses and cars which have to be look
.ed to carefully. For failure to observe
strictly any of these provisions. rail-
roads are liable to a fine without the
torm of indaariont. the inspectot
; inere:y presenting the proof in court.
' This morning the inspector appear-
ed early in shop yards and in compa-
ny w:th Master Car Builder T. M.
Baughan :a touring all three yards.
Engineer Walter Blackard, of the
Illinois Central at Memphis, lies in
Paducah railroad hoep,tal suffering
i from a eprained..eigh-t—leg. He was
corn:rig to Padneah on a freight train
last night. and at Htekory Station. a
ifew miles hilow Paducah. stepped
Ifrom his cab and twisted his knee. He
. I Supt. A. H. Egan. Trainmester A. 
will be disabled for some time.
:F. Page and Chief Dispatcher J. B.
,Thomas. of 'i.e Illinois Central. went
to 'Princeton this morning to watch
the work of test trains. :
Mr. ..Harry Judd. the Illinois Cen-
tral pattern maker, is out after a
brief Illness.
John 'Willson. an Illinois Central
machinist. has returned front a visit
to his former home at Morganfleld.
Fire, originating front a mysterl,
tins source. destroyed two empty box
ears. at Futrell. wstation on the Eli-
nois Central, live miles from Paducah
on the Cairo extension
r.  ri. .
Boys' Clothes Must
be Good
To know that everything you
buy
but-thoroughly-good—is
is good---not passably, ,,
the . , -
sum total of shopping satisfac-
tion. And it is particularly ..1,
satisfying in the purchase of .,-.. - .boys' clothes, for the little fel- i ,
lows are so ,severe in their use. •
Paducah parents have that feel-







and we beg to say that their 
satisfactionwill be enhanced to
an unusual degree this season,
of the_increased merit.because .
of our boys' and rthildren's ,.....
clothes. - .
combi.nfaim, suits with
two Weirs of pants, 
*(plain and Knickerbocker)
in the new. classy — - k .
111
brown 8 a rt 4 Oxfords, ,-...i.. ..... noli$.; and $6.50. t...•
.10es 6 to /7.
;
••
• al 4,. (tiff/kaki/7 1 -sr( he mitibi PAP fai hoys. "'II/IL:. Nts rae3-rFti'ff..Fr5 • Complelf displa n of






Colossal Display of Men's Clo thing
This illustration shows our "Ox-
ford" suit and the .five-hutton
waistcoat. Very popular styles.
Unique Demonstrar
tion of the Variety to
be flad at This House 
IN order to show thecharacter and extent of
the stock carried by this
house, we have arranged in
our spacious windows an
unique display of Men's
and Young Men's Suits
and Overcoats, representa-
tive of the 350 odd styles
which are here for your
selection. We are confi-
dent that we can not only
satisfy but please every man
in need of Fall Clothing,
provided, of course, he is
looking for new and up-to-
date merchandise at reason-
ably moderate prices.
IN THE WEST WINDOW
Are shown some of the best styles it has ever been
your good fortune to see at such modest prices. A
profusion of classy browns and Oxfords, as well as
blue serges and,black unfinished worsteds, all shown
in the various models favored by good dressers this








This is the Roxboro' "Regent"
Patch pocket overcoat; exceed-
ingly new and diPrent.
IN THE EAST WINDOW
You will find models of the highest class of ready-to-
wear Suits and Overcoats known to the tailoring in-
dustry. Conspicuous among them is our famous
ROXBORO. "The Alaster Craftmanskip." On
display are many styles exclusive in design aid











IS NOW THFAlltle OP PROSECU-
TION IN 3IAGILL CASK.
Judge Cotten!) Hearse of His Nam),
Being Mentioned for United
state. senator.
Decatur, 141., Oct, 11.— Judge W.
G. Cochran. presiding in the.Magi:i
rase received the news yesterday of
ills favorable mention for United
States senator to succeekLA G. Hop-
kins. Two hours-later he was seized
with an acute attack of indigelen.
Last night he _ announced he Will
withdraw from the Magill trial after
the completion of the jury.
The prosecution has abandoned its
_
• aaa --woe 
*0 0. JAMES 2
HEAD-AcHE,
POWDERS
:CURE They soothe, heal
loriginal theory of the murder. Dr.
Adolph Geherman of the Columbus
l laboratory: who analyzed the organs
Iof the dead woman. says there was
; no poison there. But the prosecution
' will attempt to prove a suicide corn
'pact and that Marti] contributed to-
ward-hastening his wife's end by his
obvious Infatuation for Faye Graham.
The prosecution also expects to prove
iturprowtettes Of Magill and Miss Gra-
ham before Pet Magill's death,
t
, Magill's attorneys ask each venire-
man If he would be influenced by tes-
timony showing that the couple, pri-
or to marriage had Improper relations
None of the men examined confessed
that he would.
aud res(ore.
6 A Great Nerve Balm
it It Cures lfeadocheN, Neuralgia and all
s Kindred Ailments by Rem:Mint
the Cause.
; When the nomes become styrene) andMinitel they naturally pain and Mile; the,e
4 pains and acne, are called thsathsches, Neu-
!' Lausiliagik Sciatic Rheumatism, Ste.
fi DR. JAMES' SEADACHE REMEDi"
▪ mires this condition by healing sad outing
! the mitered ma Mate walla Pill.
done the trades disappseraat Bente-
k fore, there areas le beew bele asillsp that
d' would nue tals diesels sad provost se re-
▪ terrain oseerenen: they were only tibia SO
1.‘ ere tempormyy cc-tills this greet rem-
;ode feeds and 
steel:ahem! the weekesed
nerves and restores Uwe to perfect balm
• and stetter.
A Criminal Attack
on an inoffenelve citizen is frequent-
ly made In that apparently useless
little tube called the "appendix." It's
generally the result of protracteo
constipation, following liver torpor
Dr. King's New Life Pills regulate the
liver, prevent appendicitis, and es-
tablish regular habits of the bowels
25c.
PLAYTHINGS
WILL BE PROVIDED FOR ALL
CITY. SCHOOL YARDS.
'see-saws' and 'merry-go-rounds.'
Our Intention is to install merry-go-
'rourrrls and basket ball courts in all
,school yards. We have plenty of
material, horses and heavy boards
!taken from Washington school audi-
torium when the temporary stage
'Was torn away. Mr. Hoyer, superin-
tendent of buildings, will at once pre-
!pare see-saws and merry-go-rounds
-enough to supply all schools."
This afternoon the initial football
,game of the season is being played at
'Wallace park by the High school and
ICulley squads, and many High school
girls are out to cheer the echool team
Ito victory. Pennants reading "P. H.
IS." were carried on canes, and regu-
lar cheering clubs, composed of girls
Superintendent earnagey Has Install-
ed a See-Saw at the Washington
Building.
Paducah school yards are belie,:
supplied with equipment, for use 0:
Ken
lucky city to do this. Lexingtoi
teachers petitioned for equipmeni
but no action was taken. Paduced
They tire immediate relief mod
management did not wait for formic:will
effect a permanent cure. it Y. and this morning at Washingtor.
Two Sites 10 Cots, 25 Cents
At All Druggists or HT MAIL,
J. W. JAMES CO.
Wheeling. W. Va.
.irstr.M-ur.as-eiessisursasshrsas
which to build them.
I For sale rod guaranteed by 
pupils in play. This is the first
school -see SAW' was in full opere
don. many little girls enjoying th
sport immensely. It is the intention-
of Superintendent Caraagos,,.. to hat,
them In every school yard; and tber,
is plenty of material on hand with
"We desire to avoid accidents it
W B. M'PHERSONiPlay," explained Superintendent Carnagey, "and believe If We furnish
are aiding wonderfully in urging the
school squad to victory.
Out of Sight.
"Out of sight, out of mind," is an
old saying which applies with special
force to a sore, burn or wound that's
been treated with Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's out of sight, out of mind
and out, of existence. piles too and
chilblains disappear under its healing
influence. Guaranteed by all druggists
25e.
—If you can arite a want ad.saith
"an ounce of &salesmanship" in it you
need never hold a piece of twoperty a
week longer titan you want to!
.1tom -to•
• 322 — 32+ WWA
saturday the last day
of the annual blanket
and comfort sale.
--hundreds of shoppers thronged our
_store today. ---and hundreds went
away witn unequaled bargains. ---were
you one of the satisfied purchasers?
---if not, come down early Saturday,
as we've added many pore bargains
to the sale: --come early. --don't
delay. ---be on hand and get first
choice. ,
1
-
